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ABSTRACT

This study demonstrates how the concept of foodways
can be used in historical archaeology and how a method can
be developed to understand changes in the pattern of New
France foodways using 18th-century artifacts.
The subject is approached in two ways: firstly, as a
specialized study on a ceramic type with a vast
geographical diffusion but a limited "social" distribution;
secondly, as a study of a ceramic assemblage found in a
single site, therefore subject to regional and perhaps even
idiosyncratic interpretations, but, nevertheless, providing
the means for an in-depth study of a community.
The first case study deals with brown faience, a type
of tin-glazed earthenware manufactured in France. On the
basis of this study, a distinction is made between the
traditional French cuisine of the Middle Ages and the new
cuisine characteristic of the bourgeoisie, the clergy and
nobility. It is demonstrated that brown faience is a
ceramic type adapted to new alimentary trends followed by
the well-to-do at the beginning of the 18th century, and
that it is indicative of their social status. In this
context, it is seen that brown faience served various
functions: technomic, sociotechnic and ideotechnic.
Through the study of the respective shapes of the
brown faience found in various archaeological sites of New
France and by classifying those shapes according to the
categories of foods to which they are related, these forms
can be related to a specific site type: urban settlement,
rural settlement, trading post, military fort. Clearly,
the new, varied cuisine was found in urban settlements
only, whereas military and trading posts observed a certain
degree of repetition in their food customs. The only rural
bourgeois settlement studied is discussed below. Thus
brown faience proved to be an excellent choice for
illustrating the relationship between a type of artifact
and foodways.
The second case study deals with the analysis and
interpretation of the ceramic assemblage from the merchant
Jean-Pierre Roma's fishing settlement on Prince Edward
Island (1732-45). Through this study, the kind of
information written documents and artifacts could convey
about the traditional food customs and the new cuisine
practiced in New France was discovered. The functions of
the various ceramics types found on the site were
indicative of the passage from the ancient to the new
cuisine.
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This study also distinguishes the various food-related
functions fulfilled by the types of ceramics found in the
different structures on the site. Thus, it is possible to
explain that the food-related category "consumption"
includes objects made of tin-glazed earthenware and
porcelain only, because of the sociotechnic function this
category fulfills. Finally, the concept of standard of
living is introduced in the interpretation of
archaeological data. With the use of deed inventories it
is possible to suggest that Jean-Pierre Roma's standard of
living was probably comparable to that of rich inhabitants
from Louisbourg.
These case studies hopefully will contribute to the
identification of foodways patterns, to our understanding
of the evolution of the type of mentality that favored the
idea of new foods and the development of new alimentary
traditions, and to the explanation of these cultural
processes.
Submitted for publication 1979, by Jean-Francois
Blanchette, now with the National Museum of Man, National
Museums of Canada, Ottawa.

PREFACE

This report was originally submitted in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy in the Department of Anthropology at Brown
University.
I would first like to point out the limitations
encountered in writing this report. Numerous
archaeological and historical data are available for a
study of artifacts related to foodways, but are of varying
quality. Moreover, the time alloted for analysing and
interpreting the data was very limited.
Historical information used is selective. Although
there is ample research available on the history of
foodways in France, I chose only those works most directly
related to the subject. Mathematical data are descriptive
rather than quantitative, are used only for the pattern
they imply and do not claim to have statistical value.
This study is meant to provide a hypothesis for future
research. If it has identified some of the real problems
and found some of the solutions, however incomplete they
may be, it has fulfilled its purpose.
Thesis writing is sometimes seen as the work of a
recluse/ the seclusion required to complete a thesis is
undoubtedly the explanation. The final product was
achieved only through the collaboration of many people.
Some individuals contributed to the author's own education,
some participated in directing the study, and others
facilitated the various technical steps required to
complete the work.
I would like to thank the members of my doctoral
committee: James F. Deetz, John S. Otto, Marida Hollos,
Douglas Anderson, Jane Powell Dwyer and Jeffrey P. Brain.
Their constructive comments and critical approach assured
the general cohesiveness of the report. I would
particularly like to thank the chairman, Professor James
Deetz. His dynamism, liberal thinking and holistic
approach in studying human phenomena have instilled in me a
constant intellectual curiosity. I am equally grateful to
John Otto, the second chairman, who suggested certain basic
directions my research should take. I would also like to
thank Dr. Brain of the Peabody Museum of Harvard University
for the thought he gave to his constant appraisals of the
progress of this study.
Many researchers supported me with their help,
suggestions and encouragement during the course of this
work; they also provided me with valuable information and I
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am very grateful to them, in particular to Ian W. Brown,
Margaret Kimball Brown, Marley R. Brown, Jean Chapelot,
Simon Courcy, Kenneth Donovan, Sophie Drakich, Hope and
John Dunton, Nicole Genet, Gerard Gusset, Donald P.
Heldman, Olive Jones, Eric Krause, Charles Lindsay, Terry
McLean, George Miller, James W. Parker, Ann Smith, Luce
Vermette, Barbara Wade and Ron Whate.
I would also like to thank Parks Canada staff who
helped in various ways. The drafting team was made up of
Steve Epps, Dorothy Kappler, Karen Gillies and Derek Ford;
the photographers were Gert Taudien, Rock Chan and Georges
Lupien.
I would especially like to mention the invaluable help
of Marcel Tardif, my research assistant, who followed the
study through all its stages. Without his meticulous and
constant help, the work would never have been completed. I
am also grateful to Michele Robitaille for her careful
charting of the archival data and for her help with the
drawings.
I would like to thank Susan Charron and Barbara Wade
who carried out the difficult task of putting this study
into a language that is not my own. I know they did an
excellent job. It would perhaps be useful to mention here
that quotations from French works were translated into
English. Texts written in old French had to be adapted as
well as translated; extreme care was taken so that none of
the original meaning was lost.
Finally, I would like to dedicate this study to my
wife and close colleague, Lise Boily. She gave careful
thought to this work, asking pertinent questions and
pointing out the real problems.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Once reproduction has been assured, man has then to
fulfill three elementary needs: food, clothing and housing.
I have selected one of these needs, the need for food, as a
means of studying past societies through the bias of
archaeological method.
Anthropologists have recently tried to understand
societies' food patterns by developing and adapting a new
concept baptised "foodways" by the American folklorist Jay
Allan Anderson. Archaeologists, who are now using
anthropological concepts in the study of their cultural
material, have introduced the concept of foodways in the
explanation of artifact assemblages and of archaeological
structures.
Within this new approach, but also inspired by French
ethnographic and ethnohistorical research on food and food
habits, I am attempting to investigate artifacts related to
food. However, this study is concerned primarily with an
archaeological perspective. I attempt to see how food
tradition can be understood, firstly through the study of
attributes from archaeological pieces in an 18th-century
cultural area, and secondly from assemblage data recovered
from an archaeological site.
I will first locate the problem within an
anthropological research perspective and its subfields,
ethnography and archaeology. Referring to these, I will
try to see how the concept of foodways was introduced by
Jay Allan Anderson in folk studies. Because the study of
foodways is becoming an important research approach in
archaeology, I will also synthesize research done by
archaeologists on this subject. Finally, I will show how
this concept can be used and how a method can be developed
to attempt to understand foodways from artifact studies.

Development of the Concept of Foodways
The necessity of studying communities from the
position of the fundamental need for food was demonstrated
by British anthropologist Audrey Richards in the 1930s.
Starting with this need, Richards shows how a community
organizes itself. Her studies are complete ethnographies
where social interaction, economics, politics and religion
are understood through the need for food (Richards 1932,
1939) .
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The relationship between food and cultural subsystems
was also illustrated by an American team directed by
Margaret Mead and Ruth Benedict in the 1940s. These
anthropologists studied various traditional food systems in
different regions of the United States as well as cultural
problems encountered by these regional groups following
rationing imposed on them during the Second World War
(Anderson 1970; Mead 1964).
It has been only recently that this anthropological
approach was defined by Jay Allan Anderson1s concept of
foodways: "This concept of foodways refers to the whole
interrelated system of food conceptualization,
procurement, distribution, preservation, preparation and
consumption shared by all the members of a particular
group." (Anderson 1971, Preface: 2 ) . Material and
spiritual activities implied in this definition are
numerous:
1. Conceptualisation of food relates to its appearance
and its development through time. It also includes the
evaluation of food which indicates how it is perceived by
the population; it informs about the population's attitudes
towards it.
2. Procurement of food informs about means taken to
acquire desired foods. This aspect comprises commercial
and/or ecological facts (natural setting and population
activity).
3. Distribution of food is the means by which the
product is made available. It indicates who has access to a
particular food. Geographical, economic and social
inferences are made here.
4. Preservation of food indicates the techniques used
for storage of food and the means taken to conserve it till
it is needed for consumption.
5. Preparation of food.
6. Consumption of food.
This concept of foodways is slowly being introduced into
folk studies by American teams such as Anderson's and the
Canadian National Museum of Man.

Use of the Concept in Historical Archaeology
In historical archaeology, the use of this concept is
recent and, excepting James Deetz in New England, it is not
known to what extent other archaeologists are using it.
Nevertheless, a similar approach is being used by other
researchers such as John Otto in Georgia and Kathleen
Deagan in Florida, and I am synthesizing aspects of their
work as it relates to "foodways."
I shall begin by mentioning that Deetz, Otto and
Deagan have initiated their studies from the point of view
of ceramic assemblages. For many reasons they have
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emphasized this artifact category rather than metal, glass,
or organic material. Firstly, the majority of ceramic
material found on sites is related to foodstuff. Secondly,
ceramic varieties from North American sites are varied,
often well-known and dated. Therefore they can serve to
easily date the site occupation and to obtain a better time
control on assemblages, a factor not to be neglected.
Thirdly, ceramic artifacts are fragile, easily breakable,
are not recycled and do not decay, corrode or discolor, so
that they have kept their original appearance more than
other artifact categories (Deetz 1977: 46).
Metal artifacts, however, are solid, often recycled
when broken and what is discarded often rusts or oxydizes.
Artifacts made up of organic material decompose quickly
when left to the elements. There is an exception to these
problems, however - glass. Although glass has many of the
same characteristics as the ceramics described above, it is
seldom used (Deagan being an exception among the authors
mentioned earlier; Deagan 1974: 132-37). Firstly, the glass
artifact category is not as well documented archaeologically
as is ceramics, and general studies are rare. Secondly, it
is not always found in large quantities on sites; finally,
it is complex to produce and is more expensive than
ceramics, which can be produced everywhere, easily and at a
low cost. A complete study on community foodways should
certainly include all artifact categories excavated from
sites occupied by its members. However, any study based on
ceramic assemblages is valid and past experience has shown
that the authors were able to suggest serious hypotheses
about the groups they attempted to understand. I will now
summarize the method and theoretical approach used by each
of them.
Deetz (1973; 1977: 46-63), in his study of ceramics
excavated from the Plymouth area sites in New England,
utilizes ceramic assemblages from 16 sites dating from 1635
to 1835 as well as probate inventories and other historical
documents of the period (Deetz 1977, 1973; Brown 1973a).
The relative importance of ceramic types present in each
site and the quality and functions of these ceramics make
the data basic in his discussion. The place of ceramics in
a study on foodways having been discussed, he then explains
his theory about the presence of ceramics on a site. This
presence depends on four factors: availability, need,
function and social status.
Availability - Artifacts have to be available, either
by importing them from overseas or from other regions of
the colony, or by manufacturing them in the colony.
Need - Ceramic artifacts are used only if they fulfill
a need. Furthermore, this need can be filled, in some
cases, by substitutes from other categories such as metal,
glass or wood.
Function - The choice of ceramic shapes and types is
made according to the functions they fulfill, technomic,
sociotechnic and ideotechnic, to use terms created by
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Binford (1962). In a technomic function the artifact
answers a strictly technical need: it is used as a tool. In
a sociotechnic function, the artifact plays a social role:
it creates a link or indicates a relationship between
individuals. In an ideotechnic function, the artifact
represents a religious or ideological symbol.
Social status - Acquisition and use of certain ceramic
types or shapes can be restricted to a particular group of
the population because of their cost and also because of
their functions; therefore these ceramics could be
indicators of social status.
Deetz offers an explanation for the composition of
the ceramic assemblages in the Massachussetts Bay sites.
He suggests that the assemblages are part of three
successive cultural systems. The first system (1620-60) is
characteristic of the beginning of the colony. Sensibly, it
corresponds to the system of the Stuart yeoman
and husbandman class. In this case the ceramics do not
represent all of the food functions but are replaced by
metal and wooden objects. The majority of ceramic objects,
however, are for dairy products.
The second system (1660-1760) is one of a typical
traditional society, inclined to change and marked by
strong regional distinctions. A major proportion of the
ceramics is still related to the preparation and
conservation of dairy products. Hollowwares used
principally for this function are six times more numerous
than flatwares. It seems that these served sociotecnic
functions more often than technomic functions. Fine types
of imported ceramics introduced at the beginning of each
period remain the same for the whole period. However,
coarse earthenware made locally has strong regional
characteristics.
The third cultural system (1760-1835) is one of a
popular culture embedded with a Georgian influence but "a
distinctive Anglo-American mind-set, characterized by
symmetrical cognitive structures, homogeneity in material
culture, a progressive and innovative world view, and an
insistence on order and balance that permeates all aspects
of life" (Glassie in Deetz 1973: 18). The ceramic
assemblage of this system is very different. Types are not
the same. More, they change rapidly throughout the period
and these variations are the same from one Atlantic region
to another, which illustrates well two attributes of a
popular culture. Shapes also have changed and for the
first time, objects are parts of sets. Plates are
numerous, as well as chamber pots which seems to suggest
that each person had his own.
In this study, Deetz has integrated the foodways
concept at all levels and his total perspective of ceramic
assemblages in the Bay of Massachussets illustrates well
the potential of this approach to achieve the level of
explanation in archaeological studies.
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The archaeological study of the Cannon's Point
Plantation in Georgia by Otto (1975, 1977) i l l u s t r a t e s that
a r t i f a c t s excavated from the planter s i t e , the overseer
s i t e and the slave s i t e e x h i b i t a difference in foodways.
Otto shows t h a t a functional and typological analysis of
19th-century ceramic assemblages can reveal the social
s t a t u s of the i n h a b i t a n t s . He presents a number of
hypotheses about the d i s t r i b u t i o n of ceramic types on these
s i t e s and about functional differences of the same
ceramics. The checking of these propositions leads Otto to
suggest that the planter provided his overseers and slaves
with p a r t i c u l a r ceramic types and shapes as well as a
limited number of his own discarded ceramic o b j e c t s .
An analysis of the forms present in each respective
s i t e permitted Otto (1977: 103-4) to give support and to
add to the h i s t o r i c a l sources which mentioned that each
s o c i a l group of t h i s community had a d i f f e r e n t way to
prepare, preserve and consume i t s food:
On Cannon1s Point P l a n t a t i o n , the slaves and
overseers received or purchased r a t i o n s of
cornmeal, cracked r i c e , and r i c e flour. Also,
they received or purchased cured meats, and they
collected fish and game. Because they possessed
few cooking v e s s e l s , and they lacked the time
needed for elaborate food preparation, the slaves
and overseers probably cooked vegetables, g r a i n s ,
and any a v a i l a b l e meat in the same k e t t l e .
Pottage, meat and vegetable stews, and r i c e
pilaus could be l e f t simmering for hours, while
slaves and overseers engaged in other t a s k s . The
slaves and overseers apparently ate the
liquid-based stews from banded serving bowls and
sopped up the pot liquor with bread made from
corn-meal or r i c e f l o u r . . .
In c o n t r a s t , the planter family had the pick
of the p l a n t a t i o n livestock and garden produce;
documents a t t e s t to the abundance of r o a s t beef,
pork, mutton, and steamed vegetables on the
Couper's t a b l e . Also, slave fishermen supplied
the ingredients for supplementary fish and
t e r r a p i n soups. At the Couper's house, the roast
meats were served on t r a n s f e r - p r i n t e d p l a t t e r s
accompanied by tureens of steamed vegetables and
sea-food soups. The Couper family and the guests
consumed these foods from t r a n s f e r - p r i n t e d p l a t e s
and soup-plates.
In f a c t , bowls for service and eating represented 44
per cent, 24 per cent and 8 per cent of a l l table service
forms excavated from s i t e s occupied by s l a v e s , overseers
and p l a n t e r ' s family, r e s p e c t i v e l y . On the other hand,
flatwares were more numerous a t the p l a n t e r ' s s i t e , in
c o n t r a s t to the tableware assemblage from the overseers'
and s l a v e s ' , i . e . 84 per cent, 72 per cent and 49 per cent
r e s p e c t i v e l y , of t a b l e forms. Otto then demonstrates t h a t
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this variation between hollowwares and flatwares is
indicative of differences in social status.
Spanish sites from St. Augustine (Florida) have
yielded assemblages that differ from the preceding.
Deagan (1973, 1974) has shown that archaeology
can provide us with precise information on
mestizaje
processes between Indians and Spaniards, thus completing
ethnohistorical data. She has demonstrated the importance
of understanding the roles played by aboriginal females in
the organization of the community if one wants to be able
to interpret "mestizo" archaeological assemblages. These
are mixed, indeed, influenced simultaneously by both
Spanish and aboriginal traditions. Thus, in preparation for
the archaeological study of a household composed of an
aboriginal female and a soldier from the Spanish regiment,
Deagan (1973: 63-64) briefly analyses available historical
and archaeological data and proposes an hypothesis with
archaeologically testable implications to understand the
process of mestizage
in a colonial town:
Given the interaction structure of
eighteenth century Florida, acculturation was
largely manifested by Indian women in Spanish or
mestizo household units within a predominantly
male-oriented cultural milieu.
The testable implications of this hypothesis
are:
1.
Acculturation consisted primarily of Indian
women's activities affecting Spanish cultural
features. This would include the areas of:
a. food preparation techniques
b. food preparation equipment and location
c. household activities
d. basic food resources
e. child-related activities
2.
Crafts of women (such as ceramics) would be
primarily Indian.
3.
Male related activities would reveal less
evidence of Indian infusion. These would
include:
a. house styles
b. house construction techniques
c. military-political affairs
d. hunting weapons
4.
Socio-technic items would be largely Spanish
as more prestigeful.
5.
Through time, Indian elements will be
increasingly absorbed into Spanish forms and
functions."
Deagan shows the significance of the ceramic assemblage in
understanding the process of acculturation. Some Indian
pottery types were used for cooking food and preparing
meals, whereas a few imported Spanish and English ceramic
objects probably served sociotechnic functions, primarily,
and secondarily, technomic ones.
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In fact, the most common ceramic type found on the
site was the San Marcos ware, made uniquely by the Indian
women of the area. This inexpensive and easily obtainable
ceramic type was the only utilitarian type in the ceramic
assemblage, and it bore traces of having been used on heat.
It therefore appeared to Deagan that in a site occupied by
a female Indian and a male Spaniard, food preparation
techniques were strongly influenced by Indian customs with
little Spanish influence. The opposite would be true if
the female were Spanish.
The acculturation process was also evident in the
alimentary sources available and chosen for use. Thus, in
this site, 4.3 per cent of the animal remains were of
domestic animals imported by the Spaniards, and 95 per cent
were of wild animals (Deagan 1973: 62-63). Deagan
(1974: 92) explains these data as follows:
The floral and faunal remains from the site
suggest a pattern of coastal adaptation
conforming closely to the prehistoric aboriginal
coastal adaptation in the area. A heavy
dependence on fish, shellfish, and small marsh
animals was modified by occasional use of
domestic, introduced animals such as pig, cow,
chicken, and turkey.
... It should not be assumed that the typical
colonial subsistence pattern would be based on an
adaptation to available, local resource. This
was not the case for the inhabitants of the
Hawkins-Davison house at Fort Frederica, Georgia
(occupied at approximately the same time as the
de la Cruz site), who depended primarily on
introduced, domestic mammals for food, and did
not adapt to the Georgia coastal resources. Given
the poverty of the colony at St. Augustine, the
lack of success at farming, and the erratic
nature of the situadoj
it would not be
surprising to find that the pattern of diet found
at the de la Cruz site was typical of
St. Augustine as a whole. Since almost no
comparative data is available, however, the
subsistence pattern at the de la Cruz house will
be suggested as the pattern typical of a mestizo
household, to be supported or disproved by
further zooarcheological testing.
These figures show the importance of aboriginal hunting
techniques.
However, other archaeological categories revealed the
influence of the male Spaniard in this household. Hunting
and fighting equipment, and the style and techniques of
building houses were very strongly influenced by the
Spanish.
Finally, the sociotechnic role of selected European
artifacts such as beads, crucifix, and tableware ceramics
such as "Spanish majolica, delftware, slip-decorated
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earthenwares and a number of refined earthenware type of
British origin" (Deagan 1974: 118) indicate that these
objects were considered prestigious in a
mestizo
environment and that this particular household wished to be
considered more highly on the social scale.

The Role of Ceramics in the Study of New France
Foodways
As explained earlier, archaeologists have readily
chosen ceramic material for the study of food traditions.
The authors' works previously referred to have shown it is
possible to use ceramics to better understand the
alimentation of the communities studied and even to isolate
groups within these particular communities.
Archaeological work dealing with artifact assemblages
from New France has not been concerned with a knowledge of
foodways. However, distinctions between social status of
inhabitants have been made from the categories and types of
artifacts present. The archaeologists who have proposed an
explanation for the presence of their material have
concluded that the communities represented by these sites
(that is, Michilimackinac [Cleland 1971; Miller and Stone
1970; Stone 1974] and Castle Hill [Newfoundland] [Grange
1971]) have shown little social structure or hierarchy.
In fact, Stone (1974) has shown there was a slow
growth of the French occupation of the fort and that its
organisation was structured around this growth. According
to Stone, the French occupation may be viewed from three
interrelated factors: population density, material
possessions and, in his words, cultural domains. From 1715
to 1761, the population grew from 30-50 to 80-100 permanent
inhabitants. The possessions of the first inhabitants are
few and are almost exclusively made up of utilitarian
objects "functionally generalized in nature" (Stone
1974: 354). On the other hand, inhabitants from the end of
the French period possessed more diversified goods
"representing specialized activities" and showing certain
distinctions between social status, although all were
oriented towards local trade and subsistence methods.
Finally, although the population was at first equally
distributed, by the end of this period several social
levels may be seen (Stone 1974: 354):
Low level status differences were recognized
during the initial years of French occupation.
These differences became more pronounced
throughout the period of French occupation, as a
result of an increasing population, military
formalization, external communication and
interaction, and the increased presence of
individuals engaged in occupations which were
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neither trade nor military oriented. By 1761
definite status levels were recognized, although
the number of high-status individuals was very
low.
Ian Brown, who excavated part of Fort St-Pierre, also
recognized that social status may be determined using the
distribution of categories of artifacts in the site. Brown
suggests that "faience was a status ceramic at the fort"
where it was found only in the area of the commandant's
quarters (Brown 1979: 273, 327).
In this work I will investigate two case studies
dealing with ceramic artifacts as a means of both
understanding New France foodways and distinguishing
statuses. The first is a specialized study of one ceramic
type, brown faience; the second deals with the ceramic
assemblage of Jean-Pierre Roma's settlement in Prince
Edward Island.
The first case study will focus on the different forms
of brown faience found in archaeological sites occupied by
the French and will help to determine the relationship
between these forms and the types of sites represented.
The second case study is more limited concerning
archaelogical context but more complete concerning the
types of ceramics used. Only one settlement is considered
but the entire ceramic assemblage is studied. I hope
these studies will contribute to our understanding of the
evolution of the type of mentality that favored the idea of
new foods and the development of new alimentary
traditions.
In the first case, I will explore the possibilities
offered by the study of brown faience (often found on
18th-century French archaeological sites) and, at the same
time, show how brown faience can augment our knowledge of
foodways. I will show how brown faience was used and what
functions it served. It is possible to see that this
ceramic type reveals certain social, economic and
ideological aspects of communities. To do this, the
development of brown faience will be set in its social,
economic and alimentary contexts by using ancient and
modern studies dealing with these three aspects. This will
permit us to distinguish between the traditional and the
new cuisine. Then an analysis of forms of brown faience
objects from New France sites will be done and the
functions of these will be discussed in relation to the
type of sites where they were found. This first discussion
will serve as evidence that a specialized study of a
ceramic type can aid in the understanding of some aspects
of foodways of various communities.
With the second case study, using the archaeological
remains of the household of the merchant Jean-Pierre Roma,
in the village of Trois-Rivieres (Brudenell Point) in
Prince Edward Island, I will show that a ceramic assemblage
can inform us about the alimentation of a community group
and its standard of living. To do this, I will first
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describe the history of this settlement, emphasizing the
alimentation of its occupants. Then a study of the
excavated ceramic assemblage will determine the
significance of the presence of particular types and forms
related to each structure of the settlement. This
evaluation of forms and types will then be compared to
alimentary traditions in New France with the aim of
determining the functions of these ceramics, their variants
at the Roma settlement and their relation to the
introduction of the new cuisine in New France. Finally, a
scale of the standards of living of the Louisbourg
inhabitants will be constructed from deed inventories. The
ceramic assemblage from the Roma settlement will be
compared with it so that the economic levels of its
occupants can be determined.
By doing these two case studies, I demonstrate the
necessity for the two types of studies in order to
understand the varied relationship between artifacts and
alimentation. I also illustrate the importance of studies
based on ceramic forms as well as types because the two,
taken together, distinguish functions and functions
distinguish standards of living and status.
Finally, I want to demonstrate that research in
historical archaeology must include firstly a consideration
and comparison of data carefully gathered from excavations,
documents and ethnographies, and secondly an explanation of
the reconstructed facts by discovering patterns, as argued
by South (1977a), for historical archaeology.

PART I

THE ROLE OF BROWN FAIENCE IN
18TH-CENTURY FRENCH FOODWAYS
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A well-equipped kitchen would have tables and a variety of
dishes; a fireplace with a rotisserie and a pothook; a
stove for slow cooking or warming; and an oven for baking
bread, pastries and pates. A hood placed over the
fireplace, stove or oven directs the smoke outside.
{Fortress of Louisbourg National Historic
Park.)
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INTRODUCTION

The study of brown faience is an excellent choice for
better understanding the role of one artifact type with
respect to foodways. It is a well-defined ethnic type,
being manufactured only in France. This earthenware, which
is covered with a tin enamel on the interior face and a lead
glaze on the exterior face, does not have an equal in other
European countries.
Another reason motivating my choice is that all brown
faience objects are, by their forms, related to alimentary
functions, in particular the preparation of food, the
service of food at the table and the consumption of food.
The specific functions of this ceramic type facilitates
inferences that can be made about the alimentation of the
users and about the development of alimentary traditions
and/or innovations in general.
Since the data for this study comes mainly from
archaeology, it is imperative that the choice of a medium
for this study be oriented toward an artifact type present
in significant and discriminatory quantities in New France
sites. Brown faience corresponds to these criteria. Some
quantities of it are found on many sites. In other cases,
it is completely absent or it is found in statistically
limited quantities. Furthermore, represented forms vary
from one type of site to another, which can help to
determine preferences and limitations.
To summarize, I have selected a type of ceramic
directly related to French foodways. Its presence or
absence on any site occupied by the French during the
French regime should reveal preferences for culinary
equipment and, undoubtedly, particular alimentary
orientations related to status.
In this section I will show how the invention and the
development of brown faience is related to French
historical and cultural contexts, to the development of the
craft industry and to new alimentary habits.
I will illustrate, through an explanation of the
manufacturing techniques of brown faience, how the
knowledge of the physical properties of this ware is
central to the understanding of its functions.
I will then describe a major collection of brown
faience from a North American Settlement, Louisbourg. This
will serve to give a precise picture of the available
shapes and decorations. This information will be presented
with a description of forms from the three encyclopedists'
works: Furetiere, Diderot and Savary des Bruslons.
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Finally, I will determine the functions of brown
faience. To do this, I will use encyclopedias and studies
from ancient and modern ceramicists. I will extrapolate
the various functions of these artifacts: technomic,
sociotechnic and ideotecnic. The presence/absence of brown
faience shapes in New France sites will be discussed,
distinguishing the various foodways of different type
communities.
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CHAPTER I

THE HISTORY OF BROWN FAIENCE AND THE CONTEXT
OF ITS DEVELOPMENT

An analysis of the historical and cultural context
surrounding the invention and development of brown faience
is important in determining the role of brown faience in
the evolution of the new cuisine. This is demonstrated
firstly in a discussion of the history of the manufacture
of brown faience and of the factors that influenced its
invention and development: political decisions, demography,
colonial commercial activity. Finally, the contrasts
between culinary traditions remaining from the Middle Ages,
and the slow development of new alimentary techniques and
of the new cuisine will be studied using references from
17th- and 18th-century recipe books. The development of
alimentary techniques and cookery principles that created
the need for better-adapted domestic culinary equipment such
as brown faience ceramics will be traced.

Production of Brown Faience
In 1707 a man named Paul Caussy asked for
authorisation to build a kiln at Rouen to manufacture brown
faience, which he claimed to have invented (Pottier
1870: 17, 134). It seems that he actually began the
production of brown faience at this time. He was mentioned
as master of manufacture in Rouen on many occasions during
the first part of the century. He also obtained permission
to produce white faience and enlarge its manufacture, soon
having three kilns (Pottier, op. cit.).
In fact, the beginning of the 18th century was a
period when the ceramic arts and, in particular, faience,
flourished. Many important factors influenced this
development, as we shall see.
One of the factors often referred to by earlier
studies is the politico-economic context (Giacomotti
1963: 30; Pottier 1870: 121ss; Tilmans 1954.) At this time
Louis XIV ordered the silver and gold table services to be
sent to the mint to pay for the excessive expenses brought
about by the foreign wars. On many occasions, 1689, 1699
and 1709, he prevailed on the nobility to do their share
(Giacomotti 1963: 30). Silver and gold table services had
to be replaced by faience table services. This is recalled
by Saint-Simon in his Mimoires
(Pottier 1870: 121):
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People who are noble and able turned themselves
to faience in eight days. They emptied the shops
and set fire to the silver and gold merchandise
whereas those who were mediocre continued to use
their silverware.
This political decision had a considerable effect on
important French manufacturers, in particular those from
Nevers and Rouen whose reputation had already been
established (Pottier 1870). Manufacturers could no longer
produce all that was needed, however, and it was impossible
to produce more before the removal of royal privileges that
had been exclusively granted to specific factories in a
given region.
Another factor that played a role in the development
of this industry was, in fact, the end of the royal
privileges given to Poterat at Rouen. These exclusive
privileges were terminated in 1698, leaving the road open
to new manufacturers such as Heugue, Levasseur, Bertin and
soon Caussy. Brown faience was invented during this period
of liberalism in the industry. Faienaiers
produced one
of many faience varieties, such as white faience, painted
faience, brown or agate faience. However, the number of
kilns had to be limited because of the short supply of the
wood fuel. This was done by restricting the number of
construction permits for kilns, and when a permit was
issued, it stipulated that production must be for either
white or brown faience (Giacomotti 1963: 36). Caussy was
then required to ask for a construction permit for a new
kiln to produce white faience (Pottier 1870: 17).
Incidentally, in 1739, Guillaume Heugue who had a permit
for white faience did not receive a permit for producing
brown faience (Pottier 1870: 23, 24). Macarel Flandin and
De la Mettairie were forbidden to produce white faience and
had to limit themselves to the production of brown faience
(Pottier 1870: 27). From 1731 to 1757, the opening of new
factories was forbidden to achieve better control on the
provisioning of wood (Giacomotti 1963: 30). Each factory
received the quantity of wood it needed according to the
number of kilns it had and the importance of its production
(Pottier 1870: 27, table for 1749). After 1757,
authorisation to build other kilns was given but coal or
charcoal had to be used as fuel (Giacomotti, op. cit.).
During the first three-quarters of the century, the number
of factories in Rouen increased to 13, with an optimum
number of 600 workers around 1731.
The place of brown faience in the Rouen production was
important in 1749 as four factories out of 13 had at least
five kilns for firing this type of ceramics. This
production continued to increase, and by 1788, 12 factories
out of 15 made either exclusively brown faience, or white
and brown (Pottier 1870: 125). In fact, the exclusive
production of this ceramic type made it possible for
numerous Rouen factories to exist many more decades after
those hard hit by the Treaty of Vergennes in 1786. This
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treaty allowed English ceramics to enter the French market,
to the detriment of French white faience (Popovitch
1972: 22). Comparing English pottery with traditional
(French) faience, Pottier (1798-1800 document in Pottier
1870: 347) specifies
(...) imported English pottery was often
preferred because it was prettier and cheaper,
and furthermore, it had an appeal, being a
foreign-made product.
However, it is essential to understand that despite this
preference, brown faience continued to persist as both
kitchen- and tableware.
The increase in the production of brown faience during
the 18th century parallels a positive growth in the entire
French craft industry. Chapelot (1978: 105) explains the
increased production in faience after 1710-20 in several
ways:
(...) rapid demographic expansion in France;
the general improvement in living conditions, and
in particular the growth of the urban
bourgeoisie; the development of maritime
commercial activity and of the large ports, in
particular in the Atlantic; the increase in
population of the colonies in America.
The importance of the organization of colonial
commercial activity is not to be overlooked (Chapelot
1978: 106):
The link between the faience manufactures created
in France in the years 1710-1730 and after, and
the large maritime trade is evident: on the one
hand, necessary capital to create these
manufactures is often raised by fitter-outs, as
it is the case for La Rochelle; on the other
hand, new manufactures settle on the Atlantic
Coast: Bordeaux, La Rochelle, Nantes.
The ramifications of 18th-century colonial commercial
activity are numerous, as indicated by economic studies on
French sea ports such as Bordeaux (Pariset 1968) and Rouen
(Dardel 1963), on French shipowners such as Gradis
(Maupassant 1917) and on French merchants settled in Canada
(Bosher 1977; Miquelon 1975). However, these studies
rarely mention the objects as such and it will be necessary
to wait for completion of specialized studies such as
Chrestien's on Normandie earthenware (J-P. Chrestien,
1979, pers. com.), among others, to understand the real
place of ceramic and other artifacts in colonial commercial
activity. In the same vein, it would be interesting to
study the appearance of brown faience shapes and their
variants in archaeological sites in New France, in relation
to the organization of colonial activity and of the
production of brown faience in various areas of France. This
production should also be studied in relation to the
regional alimentary functions this type of ceramic
fulfilled. Such a study of regional variations is well
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beyond the scope of this work. However, the general
alimentary context surrounding the invention and
development of this new type of ceramics is essential to
this study. A discussion of this alimentary context
follows.

The Alimentary Context
French alimentation was still in the Middle Ages, so
to speak, by the mid-17th century. For many centuries,
meals had been composed of either potages and stews, or
amalgams of different viands. The former were mainly
liquid, being mixtures of one or many roasted meats
simmering or more simply resting in a spicy bouillon, with
vegetables, "Sometimes with fat parts and lard, and made
thick by the addition of bread. The latter were most often
cooked on the spit, or sometimes in the oven and were an
assortment of meats placed on a central platter and basted
with various sauces. These meals, in which meats, spices
and other rare products could be found, were for well-to-do
people. The common people were eating plain and frugal
fare which seldom included meats, except for special social
or religious festivities, and were repetitive - one day's
meals were similar to the ones gone before and those to
come (Blond 1960; Braudel 1967; Girard 1977; Mandrou 1974).
Whereas the meals of the lower class tended to remain
unchanged, the meals of the upper class went through a
revolutionary change beginning near the mid-17th century and
continuing through the 18th century as evidenced by
cookbooks from the period (Bonnefons 1651; L.S.R. 1674; La
Chapelle 1735; La Varenne 1699; Lemery 1745; Liger 1700,
1711, 1738, 1755; Marin 1775 [1739]; Menon 1758, 1772,
1776). This change in haute cuisine was characterized by a
change in food preparation. Cooks experimented with ways to
prepare, food without losing natural properties and taste.
Meats were cooked individually, spices selected and
vegetables prepared separately, to say nothing of the
diversity offered in pastries and desserts. Another new and
essential principle to the haute cuisine was that of cooking
it slowly. In many recipes for potages, bouillons, sauces,
pates and desserts, the new instructions stipulated the
necessity for slow cooking. Meats were tenderized by slowly
baking them in their own juice. To use this slow method,
food was cooked in the fireplace, in the oven or on the
potagep
(brick stove). Ceramic vessels were preferred
for this slow cooking, metallic ones when a fiercer fire was
needed. Glazed earthenware vessels and white and brown
tin-glazed earthenware (brown faience) vessels became
important after this time. The variety of forms of brown
faience vessels corresponded, in fact, to the needs of the
new cuisine, as will be seen later.
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Changes in French cuisine can be perceived through the
analysis of contemporary cookbooks as early as the mid-17th
century. But before surveying these cookbooks, it is
imperative to understand for whom they were written. They
were mainly written for the nobility and the clergy, who at
times contributed to their composition. Recipes were
erudite and a considerable variety of meats, spices, grains,
wines and other products were needed for their preparation.
It was probably not until the 18th century, and then only
slowly, that the bourgeoisie accepted these recipes. To
make them, a well-equipped kitchen was needed. Liger
(1711: 18-19), speaking of pastry, writes
for this, one needs a well-provided household with
such necessary things as butter, cheese, sugar,
fruits of many kinds, and good flour...
These products were easily accessible only to the wealthy.
Marin did not leave any doubt about to whom he was
addressing his books. He realized that a good pantry as
well as good kitchen equipment were needed to prepare the
meats he presented. He then prepared a summary of his
cuisine for people with less money. He presented it in the
1775 edition of Les dons de Comus as follows (Marin
1775: 366-67):
Since the cuisine of Comus and the practice
of his art might not be appropriate for many
people, for example the bourgeois with little
means, the craftsmen, and other people of the
Third State who live simply and need to economize
and who are unfamiliar with food preparation of
this kind, I will summarize bourgeois cooking,
which can be used for household economy, and can
help in preparing tasty food at a low cost...
(Neither the 1739 original edition nor subsequent
publications of this book were available to me. Therefore I
do not know whether this summary was added before the 1775
edition.)
This summary contains numerous details about the ways of
preparing meals. The quantities for necessary ingredients
are given; the cooking time is given; the necessary vessels
for the preparation of the foodstuffs are even mentioned:
glazed earthenware pots, terrines, huguenotes
(tripod
cooking pot), earthenware or copper pans or kettles, water
kettles, silver platters and also faience platters (Marin
1775, T.II: 366 ff.).
In fact, the first book addressing itself to the
bourgeoisie in addition to the nobility and the clergy was
Menon's La cuisiniere
bouvgeoise
published in 1746. I
cite an extract from the 1772 edition (Menon
1772: Preface):
The author no longer writes for the nobility, but
for the Bourgeois; but it can be said that he
ennobles the more common dishes by the seasonings
he uses to enhance them. The cooks, whom he
instructs, will find in his lessons an easy
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method for preparing all sorts of different
dishes, and even to given to the most common a
decidedly uncommon flavour. Even if they are new
to this profession, they may understand and
practice without any difficulty the precepts he
puts forward, saving them the problem of
assessing the multiplicity of refined seasonings
and industrious disguises, which requires as much
ability from the cook as it does the master's
opulence.
The whole study was an effort to simplify and to provide a
complete and practical guide for the application of the
principles defended 100 years earlier by Bonnefons and La
Varenne. But Menon's work in itself marked the turning
point for a more general practice of the new cuisine by the
bourgeoisie (Blond 1960: 416; Braudel 1967: 137).
These recipe books slowly affected the alimentation of
the upper class of the Third State, the bourgeoisie. This
influence, however, was limited, with respect to the middle
class and the craftsmen for most of them did not know how to
read. Also, they did not have the advantage of
well-garnished cellars and pantries. The lower classes
probably tried to imitate the food traditions of the
bourgeoisie, nobility and clergy, but with little success.
To better understand the culinary changes brought
about by these recipe books, I will give a brief summary of
their most significant elements. I refer first to the work
by La Varenne, he cuisiniev
fvangois
(1651), which, for
the first time, considered vegetables as side dishes and
eliminated their preparation in potages. La Varenne even
ventured to write a full chapter about peas (1699 edition:
118 and following pages). These were in fact a basic food
of the poor, traditionally used in a variety of ways
including potages, porridges and even bread. Menon showed
many new ways for preparing them. Despite these new
aspects, £he book itself remained traditional, with its
mixture of meats and spices cooked in one pot. It even
bears a sub-title in its 1699 edition: Le
cuisiniev
fvangois
ou I'icole
des ragouts
(The French cook and the
school of the stews).
The first book of major importance in the development
of French haute cuisine was by Bonnefons, Louis X I V s
valet, titled Les dilices
de la oampagne and published
in 1654. A significant element of the work concerned the
cooking and preparation of root vegetables, such as
carrots, parsnips, white salsify and black salsify, beets,
rapes, turnips and Jerusalem artichokes. Usually
considered food in times of famine and bad harvests,
Bonnefons brought these foods to the table of the leisure
class. He did this in a way superior to that of La Varenne
in his Cuisiniev
fvangois
(1651). He showed how root
vegetable dishes could have their own appeal (Blond
1960: 398) and decried serving mixtures of potages and stews
common in the Middle Ages (Blond 1960: 399):
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(against) complicated potages made from meats
previously fried and mixtures inherited from
preceding centuries, in fact a good part of what
had been considered the nee plus
ultra.
Bonnefons asks that meat bouillon be delivered
from hashes, mushrooms, spices and other
ingredients.
It was toward a refinement and a tasting of
individual food that the kitchen of the French nobility was
aiming (Blond 1960: 400):
By protesting against the abuses of spices, by
recommending that potages be made either of meats
or of vegetables but never of the disgusting
mixtures such as hashes, fryings and accumulating
spices, which eventually dishearten, Bonnefons
sets out the essential principles which will
govern modern cuisine.
This was the direction that the author of L'art de
bien trailer s published in 1674 under the initials
L.S.R., was aiming at. Sugar now played an important role
and was used for many things including the preparation of
icing in faience platters or dishes (Menon 1758,
II: 311-12, 397). Sauce was thickened with flour and heat
rather than with soddened bread.
Recipe books published in the first part of the 18th
century show clearly the place that the new cuisine had
taken: Louis Liger's 1700 L'oeoonomie
ginirale
de la
campagne ou Nouvelle
Maison rustique3
La Chapelle's 1735
Le cuisinier
moderne and Marin's 1739 Les dons de
Comus.
Finally and most importantly, Menon's 1746 La
cuisiniere
bourgeoise
had an unprecedented success and was
reprinted until the second half of the 19th century. It was
not possible to obtain the original editions of these works,
so I have utilized later editions or other works: Liger
(1711, 1738, 1755), Marin (1775) and Menon (1758, 1772,
1776). Three elements of this cuisine, namely wet dishes,
dry dishes and liquids, will be discussed. Wet dishes
include stews, potages and sauces; dry dishes include the
cooking in undercrusts, the use of waxed paper for cooking,
the practice of multiple cooking using two different
techniques; liquids include coffee, tea and chocolate. Only
one or two references will be given for each item
discussed.

Wet Dishes
Stews, potatoes and sauces were complex and varied
during the centuries previous to the 18th century. But
they became simpler. Different viands were no longer
mixed. One viand was chosen and a few spices and other
garnishings added (Menon 1758, 1:91):
Above all never charge your stews with too many
things which would be more likely to disgust you
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than satisfy your taste: for a stew, one need
only use two or three garnishings at the most.
Cooking was slow and meat was often left to cook on a
gentle fire to extract its juice. Potages, stews and
sauces were prepared in pans and cooking pots made of
metal, often tin-plated, or of glazed earthenware, on
platters that could withstand heat from a fire and in
glazed earthenware tureens (Menon 1758, II: 29, 40; Liger
1711: 234). Braising was another cooking method (Marin
1775, I: 51).
Wet dishes also include creams, eggs and other
side dishes which were partially or totally prepared in
hollow platters or on dishes over a gentle fire. Menon
described the cooking of a "Polish cream": it was first
boiled in a pan then dressed in a platter set on a gentle
fire so that the eggs would brown (Menon 1758, II: 339-41).
A "burnt cream" was cooked first in a pan, then "on a
silver or faience platter, on the stove" (Liger 1755,
II: 954.)
I propose that dishes may have been prepared and
served in brown faience pieces such as the cooking
pot-terrinej
cooking pot-huguenote3
tripod
casserole and hollow platter, and kept hot and eaten in the
brown faience hollow plate or porringer. Brown faience
shapes will be discussed in more detail in Chapter III, and
brown faience functions in Chapter IV.
Dry Dishes
Under the title "p&tisserie"
(pastry), recipe
books are full of pate recipes. These pates are meats
prepared in different ways; they were traditionally cooked
in undercrusts which were either puffed pastries made of
wheat flour for fine dishes, or a combination (bise) of
wheat and rye flour for large cuts of meat. These
undercrusts were sometimes decorated with fleurs-de-lis
made of paste, such as a ham pate "shaped with
fleurs-de-lis around it" (Liger 1755, II: 927). No vessel
was needed to cook the pate because the solid crust
replaced it. The pates could also be cooked directly on the
sole3
(or oven floor) or on a piece of waxed paper in
the oven, as was the case for meat preparations that held
their shape. This method of cooking with undercrusts was
expensive because the paste hardens during cooking and was
later discarded.
Pates without undercrusts were also made
and were then called hashes. These were shaped in the form
of dolphins ("Dauphin")>
fleurs-de-lis, stars or Maltese
crosses, etc. (Menon 1758, I: 203-9).
Small game mammals were presented on the table in
natural postures as a "hare in the form" served in a
platter "front legs under the nose and back legs under the
abdomen" (Menon 1758, I: 466-67).
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Numerous meats, fishes and other dishes were often
cooked twice. The first time, they were cooked on a spit in
front of the fireplace, roasted in a covered cooking pot or
terrine on a low fire, or cooked slowly in a pan or a
platter. The second time, they were "arranged on a serving
platter of silver or faience which will resist the heat";
they were then covered with grated cheese, cream or other
decorations and set in the oven or on weak embers, thus
producing a glaze. Then they were served (Menon 1758,
I: 197-98, 407-8, 418-20, 445; II: 65, 83, 102, 105, 119-20,
146, 157-58, 182-83, 200-201, 230-31, 389-90, 401-3). This
method of cooking was a new refinement not found in recipe
books from the preceding century.
I propose that the heat-resistant faience dishes Menon
mentions are brown faience. This idea will be further
demonstrated in Chapter IV. The aforementioned pates
cooked in an undercrust eliminated the need for a dish to
prepare them in. However, being made from good quality
grains, undercrusts were very expensive for those who did
not have large quantities of grains in storage. It is
therefore suggested that brown faience dishes, called
p&te's after the food, made it possible to cook these
dishes without undercrusts. I was unable to find any
contemporary information on this type of cookery except for
a p&td illustrated in the Encyclopidie:
Reoueil
de
planches
("Fayancerie" PI. Ill: fig. 51; Appendix A ) .
However, French chefs consulted in Quebec confirmed that
pottery pdtis
were indeed used for this purpose and that
undercrusts were therefore not required. The food was
placed in a bain-marie
so that the humidity otherwise
supplied by the undercrust containing the pate would be
replaced by the water from the bain-marie.
Therefore,
using brown faience pate's to eliminate the need for
undercrusts was very economical. Furthermore, the pates
were decorated with fleurs-de-lis, like the undercrusts.
The "hare in the form" was prepared in the same way
and served in a brown faience lievriere
or
lapiniere}
of which only the cover depicts the "hare in the form"
position.
Liquids
Cooks often suggested using wine in preparing meats
and fishes. Wine was also used for the preparation of hot
and cold drinks. Tea, coffee and chocolate were not
mentioned in recipe books before the 18th century. Liger
mentions only coffee (Liger 1711: 78). In 1738, however,
he indicated how to prepare the other two as well (Liger
1738: 156-60). An interesting note from the same author
specifies that coffee grains are roasted in glazed
earthenware vessels so that they won't burn and all their
taste is preserved (Liger 1755, II: 68-69). Finally he
says that the water for tea boils in a
cafitiere
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(coffeepot) (Liger 1755, II: 991). In fact, authors of
cookbooks never use the term theiere
(teapot) in any of
the books analysed. The term was used in France by the end
of the century. This does not mean, however, that the
teapot shape is absent from New France contexts. It is
found archaeologically in 18th-century sites and mentioned
in documents at mid-century.
The pitcher, coffeepot, chocolate pot, teapot, small
pouring pot, globular cup and straight-sided cups are all
brown faience shapes related to beverages and I propose
that they could have been utilized for the preparation,
service and consumption of the beverages mentioned earlier.
The relative consumption of coffee, chocolate and tea seems
to correspond to the relative occurrence in New France
archaeological sites of the pots used to prepare and serve
them, as will be seen later (Part I, Chapter V; Part II,
Chapter III).
The development of the new cuisine in France thus
coincided with the development of brown faience, and the
shapes of this ceramic type correspond well to the
preparation-service-consumption of the foods previously
noted. The development of the new cuisine was very slow
after its first feeble beginnings in the recipe books of
the mid-17th century (La Varenne 1699; Bonnefons 165,4). It
was only half a century later that it could actually be
identified as new cuisine (Liger 1700), and yet another
half century until it was accepted by the well-to-do „
classes (Menon 1772). Brown faience was invented precisely
at the time the new cuisine was identified as such. Thus
it would seem that brown faience was manufactured for the
preparation and service of dishes found in the new recipe
books, since the diverse specialized shapes corresponded so
well to the foods.
In effect, the development of foodways follows the
general progress of French society as seen in an analysis
of standards of living, demography, the bourgeoisie and
colonial commercial activity. This general frame of
reference should be kept in mind in understanding the role
and position of brown faience in culinary innovations of the
18th century. However, total acceptance of our initial
proposal concerning the role of brown faience is not
possible at this stage. An in-depth study must first be
carried out on certain problems such as the physical
properties of brown faience, the shapes, the diverse
functions fulfilled by this ceramic type and particularly by
the shapes, and the presence-absence of the shapes of brown
faience in archaeological contexts of New France. The
following chapters of Part I will discuss these problems.
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CHAPTER II

MANUFACTURE OF BROWN FAIENCE

There are two main types of faience: brown faience and
"white" faience. These types are manufactured similarly
but are very different with regard to their respective
fabric and decorative patterns. This chapter will
introduce subsequent discussions on the shapes and
functions of brown faience.
The manufacture of brown faience is similar to the
manufacture of white faience. It includes many stages: the
preparation of the paste or fabric; the shaping which is
done by throwing, jiggering or by stamping; the firing of
the pieces in the green; the preparation and the
application of the enamel on the interior side and of the
glaze on the exterior side; the decoration; and, finally,
the firing of enamel, glaze and decoration (Despres 1976;
Brongniart 1854).
The paste of brown faience is semi-refractory which,
once fired, can be used over the fire in domestic
activities. The composition of this paste differs from the
one used for the manufacture of white faience and varies
somewhat according to the shop producing it. In Paris, the
composition of each is as follows (Brongniart 1854,
II: 22):
Brown
White
faience
faience
Arcueil plastic clay
30%
8%
Greenish clayish marl
32%
36%
White calcareous marl
10%
28%
Sandy marl or impure yellowish
marlish sand
28%
28%
100%
100%
By the mid-18th century, Savary des Bruslons and Diderot
noted the difference between white faience and brown
faience. They indicate in their respective encyclopedias
that the earth for brown faience is composed of half
clayish loam and half clay and that a part of the clay can
be replaced by fine sand (Savary des Bruslons 1759: 513;
EncyolopSdie:
fayenoevi-e).
Without doubt these
compositions are closer to the percentages found at Le Havre
where the composition was 45 per cent red clay from
Saint-Aubin, 22 per cent sea earth or marl, and 33 per cent
meadow earth or marl (Brongniart 1854, II: 40). At Le
Havre, white clay from Saint-Aubin is used for white
faience.
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Plastic clay has the special property of being
refractory, thus permitting a greater firing margin
(80-100°) (Rhodes 1974: 49), whereas marls, which are part
of the composition of the paste, are all fusible to some
degree (Brongniart 1854, I: 67; II: 21). The various
earths are soaked in basins of water, then screened and
mixed according to the desired proportions. This mixture
is dried slightly in fired earthenware containers, then
trod underfoot until it becomes springy. It is then made
into balls or loaves of various sizes and piled up to be
used as needed (EncyclopSdie...fayencevie;
Savary des
Bruslons 1759; Brongniart 1854, II: 27-28).
Shapes are given to pieces by throwing, jiggering or
by stamping. Pouring pots, cooking pots, terrines and
huguenotes,
hollow platters, porringers, cups and
hollow plates are thrown and often finished by jiggering;
flat plates, platters and perhaps saucers and lids are
jiggered or moulded; pdtis
are stamped. Slip casting
is not done in the manufacture of faience because the
soluble salts or sulphates in the paste prevent it (Despres
1976: 12). Brongniart explains that slip casting is not
done in making faience because the paste, when coming in
contact with the mould, rapidly forms an impermeable coat
that stops absorbtion (Brongniart 1854, I: 149). Once the
shape is obtained, the piece is left to dry. Before drying
is completed, a stamped decoration made in a small mould is
sometimes applied to the exterior faces of the piece, as is
the case for pdtSs and lids.
When a sufficient number of pieces in the green are
desiccated, they are stacked in the kiln for a first firing
before adding the enamel which does not hold on the green
(Brongniart 1854). Apparently, the brown faience in the
green is fired separately from the white faience in the
green. The oven is heated to about 1000°C (Despres 1976;
Brongniart says inferior to 1000°C). At the beginning of
the 18th century, the fuel used is exclusively wood. But
as this becomes scarce by mid-century, coal and charcoal
are also used. More than 24 hours are needed to heat the
oven to the desired temperature and fire the green. The
biscuit thus produced remains in the kiln to cool down for
48 hours.
The fabric obtained in brown faience is usually softer
than that used in white faience. It is sometimes a
reddish-brick colour, sometimes reddish-buff, quite rarely
pinkish-buff, and very rarely buff. Inclusions sometimes
make the paste more coarse. Then the pieces are ready for
the enamelling on the interior and the glazing on the
exterior.
At this stage, brown faience distinguishes itself from
white faience: the bases of flatware, and the exterior
sides of hollowware are covered with a brown earthy lead
glaze, which is opaque (Brongniart 1854, I: 291, II: 24).
However, the interiors are covered with an opaque white tin
enamel, as is the case for white faience. This enamel is
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principally composed of 66 per cent lead oxyde (Popovitch
1972: 7) and tin oxyde; the use of old "molten tin or
pewter vessels" (Giacomotti 1963: 30) to make this enamel
gives a greyish tint to the pieces. This first type is
white and appears greyish white when applied to a dark
biscuit. Plastic glazes that are part of the composition
of the fabric contain minerals that make the enamel crackle
over the entire surface of the piece. The second type is
basically brown. It is quite dark, depending on its
thickness and on the colour of the biscuit on which it is
applied, and will sometimes have a pinkish-brown tinge if a
little tin oxide is added. The brown lead glaze is
composed, according to the studies of Brongniart on the
brown faience from Paris, of minium or lead oxyde (52-53%),
manganese (5-7%) and powdered fusible brick (41-41%)
(Brongniart 1854, II: 24-25). At Le Havre, the brown glaze
is composed of clay (39%), galena (56%), white glass (5%)
and manganese (5-7%) (a total of 105%) (Brongniart 1854,
II: 41). This glaze is appropriate for brown faience
exposed to a fire during use (Brongniart 1854, I: 291).
This earthy glaze sometimes covered both the interior and
exterior faces of the piece. In this case, tin enamel was
not used as a glaze, which would mean that it could not be
considered a faience object, since this is one of the basic
characteristics. However, the shapes are more particular
to faience than to any other type of ceramics, and
therefore, I think they were made by faience manufacturers.
First, the exterior of brown faience objects is covered
with the brown glaze. To do this, one holds the piece by
its rim and dips it slowly into the glaze bath until the
exterior is well covered. This oxyde is left to harden.
Next, the interior of the piece is basted with tin enamel
deposited with a ladle. Then, with a rotating movement of
the hand, the enamel flows around the entire interior and
the rim of the piece (Brongniart 1854, II: 27). Enamel
applied in this manner sometimes runs over the outside wall
of the object; a more pronounced marbling mottling or
speckling is sometimes achieved by decorating the exterior
with trailings made of tin enamel. The glaze and enamel are
left to dry, after which a decoration is applied on the
enamel with a brush. This decoration is generally
monochrome blue, but on rare occasions can be polychrome.
Such decoration is usually regular and is repeated on piece
after piece, since it is done with pouncing patterns. These
are pierced tracings on which a little oxide is sprinkled to
give the outline of the decoration. The decoration is then
completed. It is to be noted that hollow shapes, with the
exception of hollow platters or hollow plates, never bore
monochrome blue, or polychrome, decoration.
Pieces are fired a second time to fix the glaze,
enamel and decoration. It is actually a firing technique
known as grand feu which can vary from 920 to 1000° C
(Popovitch 1972: 7; Despres 1976: 59), or a slightly higher
temperature than the first firing (Brongniart 1854,
II: 20).
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CHAPTER III

SHAPES OF BROWN FAIENCE (A SELECTIVE STUDY
OF BROWN FAIENCE OBJECTS FOUND AT THE
LOUISBOURG ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE)

A knowledge of the shapes of brown faience exported to
New France during the 18th century is a basic part of our
study since shape determines the general technomic function
of an object. This hypothesis is proven using contemporary
encyclopedias in which shapes are described along with
functions.
I began this research attempting to locate the best
archaeological collections of brown faience in North
America. The list was quickly drawn up, and it soon became
evident that the Fortress of Louisbourg National Historic
Park boasted the largest collection of this type of
faience. In fact, this collection is so enormous that we
soon realized it would be difficult to make an exhaustive
study. This proved to be impossible, given the complexity
of the excavation notes. In addition, previous syntheses
were not available when we began, making it difficult to
relate brown faience objects to their own archaeological
contexts.
It was decided to make a selective study of the brown
faience found at Louisbourg to find out what shapes were
available on the site and how they were decorated. We had
hoped that brown faience ceramic material used by the
military and civilian officers, the merchants and the
craftsmen of Louisbourg would be representative of
exportation made to other parts of New France. Such was
indeed the case, since Louisbourg was the port of entry of
the colony and the material must have been more readily
available there than in other parts of New France. We
hoped to be able to draw up a comparative file for our
study of brown faience in New France to better understand
18th-century French foodways. This approach proved to be
correct, since the major types of shapes were in fact found
in Louisbourg, with perhaps the exception of some
pates.
On the other hand, it is also true that some varieties of
the shapes found were not present in Louisbourg but were
present on other sites. Such variations could indicate
that the ceramics was supplied by different sources or at
different periods.
A brief description of brown faience shapes found at
Louisbourg follows. For each shape, the most complete
object was chosen, regardless of decoration. The
description includes details on the shape itself and sizes.
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It will also include information taken from encyclopedias
dating from the end of the 17th century and from the 18th
century. These references from encyclopedias help to
introduce the projected functions of the shapes of brown
faience and to give an idea of the kind of objects that
preceded brown faience or that were substituted for it.
The shapes of ceramic objects are generally divided
into two categories: hollowware (cveux)
and flatware
(platerie)
(Brongniart 1854). Brown faience hollowware
comprises pitchers, coffeepots, chocolate pots, teapots,
soup tureens, huguenotes,
pates,
deep platters or
saladiers,
large bowls, porringers and cups. Brown
faience flatware comprises platters and plates as well as
saucers. Under the name "cuts noivs,"
another
classification of shapes, the open shapes, are found
(Chapelot, personal communication, Dec. 1977). This
classification includes platters and saladiers,
flat
and deep plates. Pitchers, pates,
cups, soup tureens
and porringers are grouped under the category of closed
shapes, designated as brown faience. In fact, some of these
distinctions are of an "etic" nature (Harris 1968: 568-604)
in that they are categories projected by us on ancient
objects not originally perceived in this way. An "emic"
distinction, however, would take cultural distinctions into
account. Thus, the saucers we classified here with
flatware were always related to cups in the 18th century.
Documents link cups and their saucers in the same way as a
lid belongs to its pot. In this sense, it could "emically"
be said that cups and their saucers are part of hollowware.
A similar problem is found with plates, which were
classified as flat ware. Flat plates and hollow plates or
potage plates existed in the 18th century. "Emically,"
soup plates were part of hollowware.
Our discussion will begin with the closed shapes,
followed by the intermediate shapes, such as hollow
platters and hollow plates, and will end with the
flatwares.
The first shapes are the pouring pots which include
pitchers, coffeepots, chocolate pots and teapots (Figs. 4B,
F; 8 ) . The pitcher is a pot with a slight pouring lid and
a handle. Its neck is long, straight and vertical; its
body is globular. The coffeepot is a pouring pot in which
the walls are uniform and slanted toward the bottom and the
handle is horizontal and straight. Diderot illustrates a
brown coffeepot and says that it "is used for heating all
types of beverages" [Eneyalopedie
1765:
"FAYANCEEIE") (Appendix A, Pi. I: 4 ) . The author does
not make a distinction between the coffeepot, the
marabout
(round-bodied hot water jug) (see text of the
encyclopedia) and the ooquemart.
Furetiere 1970,
however, says that the "coffee pot" is a "small
eoquemart-shaped
vessel in which coffee is prepared."
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The chocolate pot is a pouring pot with a bulbous body
and a horizontal handle. In 169U Furetiere described a
chocolate pot as follows:
A coquemart-shapeci
silver or copper vessel in
which chocolate is mixed with a twirl and cooked.
Savary des Bruslons (1759) described the chocolate pot as
follows:
A type of pot, or coquemavt
with handle, and
lid with holes in the centre, in which chocolate
is melted and cooked. Most of the chocolate pots
were copper; and others, silver.
Diderot does not mention the chocolate pot. However, the
Supplement
to the Encyclopedie
in 1776-77 describes
the chocolate pot as follows:
CHOCOLATE POT, (Domestic Economy), type of pot
used for preparing the liquid food known as
chocolate.
Chocolate pots are made of silver,
tin-plated copper, tin and earthenware. The
latter are unsuitable, because once they are
heated they continue to boil for a long time,
which tends to evaporate the most exquisite
flavour in the chocolate. Silver or copper ones
have the disadvantage of being rounded at the
bottom and a large quantity of the chocolate is
not touched by the twirl. A truncated cone shape
is the ideal shape for a chocolate pot. Wrought
iron chocolate pots are inexpensive, easy to
clean, and quite serviceable when the bottom is
made of double iron. The lid of the chocolate
pot is pierced in the centre to give access to
the handle of the twirl.
This text is more detailed than previous ones. Its author
was somewhat confused, however, about the shape of the
chocolate pot, which was sometimes bulb-shaped, sometimes
in the shape of a truncated cone similar to the brown
faience coffeepot which Diderot illustrates in 1765.
The teapot is a pouring pot with a bulbous body,
narrow opening and long cylindrical and sometimes curved
spout. It has a handle, and the spout is separate from the
pot's opening. The teapot usually stands lower than other
pots of normal size. Neither Furetiere nor Savary des
Bruslons make reference to teapots, which is understandable
since tea was not well known in France at that time and was
not used very much until the mid-17th century. The
Encyclopedie
mentioned the teapot in both the
Recueil
de planches
(Collection of plates) on "fayancerie" and in
the text itself. In the Recueil
de planches
(1765 in

Encyclopidie),

it states

A tea pot to be used with a tray (name given to a
platter carrying a number of coffee cups),
usually made to contain coffee (Appendix A,
PI. 1 : 7 ) .
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This text is probably another indication that tea was not
widely used. It is only in the text of the
Encyclopidie
itself that the teapot is described as a pot to be used
for tea:
Tea pot (faience manufacturer's terminology),
slightly bulbous vessel with handle and spout, in
which tea is brewed with boiling water and
used as a beverage. Tea pots come in all shapes
and sizes, and may hold from one to ten cups;
Chinese and Japanese tea pots are perhaps among
the most beautiful. (D.J.)
From these texts, it would appear that the function of
the pouring pot must have varied according to the needs of
the people.
The next form to be discussed is that of the cooking
pots-terrines
and huguenotes.
Cooking
p o t s - t e r r i n e s are semi-cylindrical containers with a
vertical footring (Fig. 6 C ) . Some have a straight rim
reinforced on the outside with a rib. Others are
semi-hemispherical in shape, constricted at the neck with a
lid-seating rim. The handles are horizontal or slanted
slightly upwards, sometimes curved, sometimes W-shaped,
more rarely shell-shaped. None of the encyclopedists of
the 18th century consulted define the cooking
pot-terrine.
However, the Encyclopidie
illustrates
some faience soup tureens. Cooking pots are described by
Furetiere and Diderot. I will come back to this in the
following item.
Cooking pots-huguenotes
are semi-cylindrical
containers used for cooking food. They were probably
tripod. Furetiere (1970) describes the cooking pot as a
"pot, vessel in which meat is boiled, or soup is made. An
iron, copper, iron, silver cooking pot." The Encyclopidie
(1765: 10) describes the cooking pot as "a deep kitchen
utensil made of iron, cast iron or copper, with a lid.
Some have three feet
."
Pdtis
are vertical-walled containers of various
shapes (Figs. 6B, 1 6 ) . Pdtis
are rare at Louisbourg,
and only the circular shape was identified there. Oval and
oblong shapes were found elsewhere. The pdti
takes its
name from the food cooked in it (Furetiere 1970):
Pdti.
Piece of food made of spiced, cooked,
ground meat or with lard, contained in a
flour-crust to tenderize it, add flavour or keep
it fresh longer.
Savary des Bruslons and Diderot describe the pdti
but
add nothing to Furetiere's description. The Recueil
de
planches
of the Encyclopidie
illustrates however "a
pdti made for cooking pate., with two handles and a
lid" (1765: "Fayancerie") (Appendix A, Pi. Ill: 51).
In the collection of brown faience there is an
infinite number of hollow platters without lids or handles
that I will call saladiers
(Figs. 5A-D, 11). Their
diameters and depths vary enormously. The walls normally
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flare outwards and never as steeply as those of the soup
tureen or the porringer. In 1690 Furetiere described the
saladiev
as follows:
quite a wide and deep platter used for seasoning
salads. It is normally made of faience, and is
used only by the bourgeoisie.
Under the entry "salads," is found
Type of side dish served on the table with roast.
Normally composed of raw herbs, seasoned with
salt, oil and vinegar.
Diderot (Encyclopidie
1765: 14) gives a similar
description of the
saladiev:
Saladiev.
Faience or porcelain platter used to
prepare and serve salad.

The Reoueil

de planches

in the

Encyclopidie

illustrates faience saladievs
(1765) (Appendix A,
PI. Ill: 47, 48).
I am stretching the use of the word saladievj
for
lack of a better word. Perhaps it would be more
appropriate to speak of deep platters and bowls and to
restrict the word saladiev
to outwardly curving
platters with moulded walls as found in white faience.
Perhaps the function given by Furetiere and then by Diderot
should not be followed too closely.
Porringers are hollow bowls with steep walls (Figs.
6A, 9 ) . The porringers found in Louisbourg have two long
shell-shaped handles and a vertical footring. Furetiere
(1970) describes the porringer as follows:
table utensil, small rimless platter normally
used for serving bouillon, or preparing soup for
a particular person.
The Encyclopidie
describes, under the heading
"fayancerie," a porringer with handles and vertical
footring (Appendix A, PI. Ill: 49).
Cups and saucers were also found in Louisbourg (Figs.
4A, C-E; 9 ) . One type of globular cup with an outward
flaring rim was found, but without a saucer. Another type
of cup with a slanted wall was found with saucers.
Furetiere (1970) describes the cup as a "vessel used for
drinking. It is normally flat and cylindrical, especially
when made of glass." Diderot (Encylopidiel765:
5) is
more explicit:
Cup. (Made by different ware craftsmen.) Type
of wooden, clay, faience, porcelain or metal
vase, used for drinking; it comes in all sizes
and shapes, some without handles, others with one
or two small plain or worked handles (D.J.).

In the Recueil

de planches

s

the

Encyclopidie

describes under "fayancerie" "a coffee cup with handle and
saucer" and "a coffee cup without handle and with saucer"
(Encyclopidie
1765) (Appendix A, PI. II: 16, 25, 26).
Deep platters and deep plates have rims high enough to
contain the liquids of liquid foods. Deep plates are also
called potage plates (assiette
potageve)
(Fig. 5E).
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F u r e t i e r e s t a t e s t h a t t h e r e a r e "hollow p l a t e s for e a t i n g
soup. "
Other plates are quite flat (Figs. 7A-C, 11), although
they do have some depth. Maximum diameter is 2 7 cm.
Furetiere describes a plate as follows:
Plate, is also a table utensil placed in front of
each guest to hold the food offered to him, or
the food that he chooses to eat. Plates are made
of wood, faience, pewter, silver, silver-gilt.
There were also hollow plates for eating soup,
side plates for serving side-dishes. The foods
served on these plates are called by the same
name. A mushroom plate, a veal sweetbread plate,
a jam plate.
The Recueil
de planches
in the
Encyclopedic
illustrates different types of faience plates, one of which
is an "engine-turned plate."
The platter is larger than the plate (Figs. 7D, E;
11). It usually measures more than 30 cm in diameter. The
brown faience found in Louisbourg is oval, often with a
wavy rim. Furetiere describes the platter as follows:
Platter, is also a kitchen utensil used for
serving food at table. It is made of silver,
pewter, faience, simple earthenware. It is named
for the food served on it. A soup platter, a
roast platter, a fruit platter, a cream platter,
a pastry platter
".
Diderot (Encyclopidie
1765: 12) uses much the same
description:
Platter (kitchen): kitchen utensil on which food
is served: soup platter, side-dish platter, etc.
The Recueil
de planches
in the
Encyclopidie
illustrates "a round engine-turned platter" and "an oval
engine-turned platter" (1765: "fayancerie").
Finally, lids of all sizes and of various decorative
patterns are found in Louisbourg (Fig. 10A, B ) . These
lids have simple or winged rims. Furetiere describes the
lid:
Lid. Used for covering, closing a vessel.
A comparison of brown faience shapes with other
general shapes yields information on the general technomic
funcions the brown faience shapes fulfill. The following
chapter will discuss specific technomic functions as well
as other functions of brown faience.
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CHAPTER IV

FUNCTIONS OF BROWN FAIENCE

Authors of recipe books of the new cuisine indicate
that faience is used over heat in the preparation of
certain dishes. This chapter will serve to demonstrate the
hypothesis that the faience was indeed brown faience
because of the physical properties of this type, since only
brown faience could be used over heat.
This chapter will deal with the precise functions of
brown faience, with the aim of defining the nature of these
functions: technomic, sociotechnic and ideotechnic. The
meaning of these terms, as defined by Binford (1962), is
explained in the General Introduction of this work.
However, certain precisions must be made for objects
manufactured outside the regions in which they were used,
as is the case for the brown faience used in New France. A
study can be made either by combining, or by distinguishing
between the functions for which an object was manufactured,
and the functions for which this same object was used. This
distinction becomes fundamental in historical archaeology
because of the various works such as encyclopedias and
ceramicists1 studies which indicate the functions for which
an object was manufactured, in this case brown faience made
in France. These data enable us to study the intended
functions, whereas artifacts, notary and clerk documents
enable us to study the actual functions.
In this chapter, emphasis v/ill be placed on the
intended functions, using encyclopedic works, and recipe
books of the 18th century, as well as works from ancient
and modern ceramicists. The actual functions will be
examined in Chapter V (and also further on in Part II using
an assemblage of artifacts from a French settlement in New
France).
In this study of the functions note that the
composition of fabrics and glazes plays an important role.
It is the basis of the technomic functions of the objects
in domestic use. Shapes are also somewhat indicative of
intended functions. They are so closely related that the
container is often named after its contents
{Encyclopidie
1951) :
...the majority take their names from their shape
or from the things they contain
As examples, one could mention the rabbit dish, the pate
dish, the soup tureen, the bouillon
or the
porringer.
As mentioned earlier, Savary des Bruslons and Diderot
were 18th-century encyclopedists who mentioned the reason
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for manufacturing brown faience. In 1730 Savary des
Bruslons (Pottier 1870: 220-21; Savary des Bruslons 1759:
523) recognized the particular properties of brown
faience:
It must be noted, that among the earths we use in
France for faience, there is one quite rare type
which withstands heat. The best type is found on
the property of the Marquisat de la Nocle,
located in Burgundy, belonging to the Marechal de
Villars. An excellent faience factory was opened
there recently, where all types of work are
manufactured. (...)This particular earth never
takes on a white colour; it is redder and more
porous, since it is this coarse property which
makes it heat resistant.
In the publication of his first article on "faience"
(Encyclopedie
1756, VI: 454), Diderot mentions the
subject while discussing the composition of the fabric of
brown faience:
Heat-resistant brown earth is lighter than the
earth of ordinary faience: it is made in equal
proportions of clayish earth and of clay.
From that period on, reference is made to the
heat-resistant properties of brown faience.
More details were added a few years later when Diderot
published his Recueil
de planches
to illustrate his
Ency elope" die.
A section entitled "Earth used for
Manufacturing Faience" is found under the heading,
"FAYANCERIE."
White faience is described as well as
brown faience (Encyclopidie
1761: "fayancerie").
Another type of earth, brown in colour, much
lighter than the former, and made of one half
clayish earth and one half clay, or one third
fine sand, exists; ceramics made of this type of
earth are perfectly heat-resistant.
He also states that faience, in two colours, "i.e. brown on
the outside and white on the inside may be used on the
heat" (Encyclopedie
1761: "Fayancerie") and in Plate I
on "Fayancerie" there is an illustration of a brown faience
coffeepot, a marabout
and a coquemart
(Appendix A ) .
These are described as follows:
4. A brown coffee pot used for heating all types
of beverages.
5. A brown marabout
used for the same
purposes.
6. A brown coquemart
used for the same
purposes.
According to Diderot, coffeepots, marabout
and
coquemart
were used for the same purposes, i.e. for
heating beverages. These shapes were used on the heat to
prepare various types of beverages, or to keep them hot.
The role of the development of new food customs in the
invention and development of brown faience has already been
discussed. At least two authors of recipe books, Menon
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(1758) and Marin (1775), mention that the type of faience
used on heat may be used for cooking, or for the final
cooking of certain dishes.
Following is a discussion of ancient ceramicists.
Brongniart (1854, II: 21) makes a sharp distinction between
white faience and brown faience in his study of Parisian
faience:
"Two types of faience are manufactured as
aforementioned; i.e., white faience and brown
faience or heat-resistant earthenware (terre
h
feu).
Objects made of white faience will break
when placed on heat: objects made of brown
faience may be safely placed on heat and are thus
much better adapted for domestic use than are the
more attractive faience pieces; this difference
can be explained by the abundance of clay in the
limestone marl.
Brown faience is used for preparing and serving hot food.
Brongniart (1854, II: 34) mentions this in his description
of the faience found in Tours:
Two types of faience are manufactured, one of
which is aaillou
or heat-resistant
earthenware (terre
h feu);
it is brown on the
exterior face, white on the interior face, and is
hightly resistant to changes in temperature
occurring during use at table and in the kitchen.
The sociotechnic functions of brown faience are seen
in the way these special dishes are used. Tilmans (1954:
286) describes them as follows:
Family reunions are a time for celebration, and
present an opportunity to serve special dishes in
large terrines for pates, game, fowl, beside
olettesj
pots used for meat and vegetable
stews.
In the last two decades, archaeologists and
ceramacists mentioned the reason for brown faience
manufacture (Noel Hume 1960; Giacomotti 1963; Dunton 1971;
Popovitch 1972; Long 1974; Genet 1978). Dunton's synthesis
of the subject (1972: 18) is quoted as follows:
Ordinary faience was not well-suited to cooking
or general kitchen use, so a type was developed
which used the coarser red clay of the
earthenware potter, which would withstand the
heat and rough handling. The interiors were
covered with a tin-glaze, for appearance and ease
of cleaning, while the exteriors were covered
with a simple lead glaze coloured with manganese,
producing a dark reddish brown or eggplant
colour, more suitable for fireplace cooking than
white.
It has been demonstrated that fabric and manganese lead
glaze give these brown faience objects a heat-resistant
finish; they can be used for cooking or keeping the food
hot. Such is not the case for the other types of faience.
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Finally, the decorative patterns on brown faience vessels
were kept simple so that they would remain attractive after
use over a source of heat. These vessels were indeed also
used for serving at table.
The intended technomic functions of each brown faience
shape can be summarized from our knowledge of brown faience
and food-related customs of the mid-18th century as
determined in this chapter and in Chapter I:
HOLLOWWARE: Used for preparing and serving wet food and
liquids, except for pcLtS and rabbit dishes

(lapinieres).
Pitchers, coffeepots, teapots: to heat, and retain the
heat, of all sorts of beverages, coffee, chocolate, spiced
wines and others.
Cups and saucers: To keep liquids hot and to drink from.
Cups with vertical walls for non-alcoholic beverages,
globular cups for alcoholic beverages.

Cooking pots-terrifies

and cooking pots- hugueno

tes:

To prepare certain stews and soups and to serve at table.
Deep platters or saladiers:
to prepare and to serve wet
dishes and basted dry dishes.
Porringers: Vessels for individual consumption.

Pdtisj

tourtieres

j lapinieres:

To prepare and to

slow-cook meat in the oven. Traditionally, these meats
were prepared in a rolled-out pastry. The use of brown
faience eliminated the need for this pastry. To serve at
table.
Hollow plates: Individual hollow plates used for consuming
soups or potages, wet dishes or basted dry dishes.
FLATWARE: To cook certain dry dishes in the oven, to serve
at table and to eat from.
Certain hypotheses for further research may also be
made about the sociotechnic functions of brown faience.
Firstly, it is related to a refinement of the alimentary
tradition of the well-to-do classes, as partially
demonstrated in Chapter I. Eating seems to be a "social
game," according to Braudel (1967), for whom the refinement
of the table indicated the refinement of the individual.
Certain vessels such as p&tis and lapinieres
are
used only at special social occasions during which
participants would marvel at the particular dish they were
served (Tilmans, op. cit.).
Finally, patis
and lapinieres
have a definite
political, ideotechnic function, since they are most often
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stamped with fleurs-de-lis, the ultimate symbol of
political France. The fleurs-de-lis on these objects are
evidence of a sense of belonging to the cultural group.
Little historical data is available to illustrate the
sociotechnic and ideotechnic functions brown faience
fulfilled during social events. More detailed research is
certainly necessary on this subject. French archives and
regional ethnographic studies would be very useful in such
research.
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CHAPTER V

BROWN FAIENCE FOUND IN NEW FRANCE

The shapes and projected functions of brown faience
have been discussed previously. A study of the shapes
found on certain sites in New France indicates a preference
for certain shapes. We will now attempt to explain these
differences by relating the shapes of brown faience present
in each site to the types of sites where these are found.
All reported New France sites in which brown faience
was found are used for this study and they are few in
number. Since brown faience was only invented in 1707, it
took several years to become popular enough to be exported
to New France. It is not found in archaeological sites
before 1720. The period of exportation ends around 1760
when New France fell to England; the sites in question
cover about 40 years. Some French colonial sites of that
period were the object of excavations in Canada and in
the United States but do not all contain brown faience.
This phenomenon will be discussed later. Detailed reports
are not compiled on all the excavated sites. This study
therefore is limited to two categories of sites that
contain brown faience: those studies in reports, and those
for which the author studied brown faience. There are
twelve such sites (Fig. 1; Table 1 ) .
The first two sites, in this case groups of sites, are
Louisbourg and Place Royale, which are characterized as
urban commercial sites, even though the military played an
important role. The Louisbourg site is located in eastern
Cape Breton Island in Nova Scotia. It was a fortified town
erected by the French after the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713.
Louisbourg was a commercial, administrative and economic
centre which grew so fast that it posed a threat to the
English residing in New England. They captured the town in
1745 but surrendered to France a few years later,
recapturing it and destroying it in 1758 (Morgan 1974).
Place Royale is made up of a part of Lower Town of Quebec
City and is its economical centre. The most prominent
merchants and also some craftsmen lived in this district.
The military played an important role in this sector, as is
evidenced by the Royal Battery and many military artifacts
found in the area (Genet 1977a: 102). Entire blocks of
houses were excavated in each location. These
archaeological excavations uncovered large quantities of
objects indicative of the various merchant operations of
the sites.
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The third site was occupied by Jean-Pierre Roma's
Settlement, a merchant who set up a fishing Community in
Trois-Rivieres, in eastern Prince Edward Island. This site
comprises several structures: Roma's house, a cellar, a
blacksmith's shop and a trash pit. It is composed of a
single family dwelling, unlike the Louisbourg and Place
Royale settlements which are studied as communities.
Furthermore, Roma was occupied only from 1732 to 1745,
compared to a much longer period for the other two sites.
The fourth site is the Michilimackinac fortified
trading post, located on the east bank of Mackinac Strait
connecting Lakes Superior and Michigan in what is to-day
the State of Michigan. Constructed at a strategic point
for fur trade, this important trading post was occupied by
the French from 1715 to 1761 and by the English from 1761
to 1781.
The fifth site is Fort Beausejour, constructed by the
French at the Chignectou Isthmus in 1751 and 1752 to defend
villages of the French territory. The French occupied it
for only four years, when it was taken by the British army
in 1755 and henceforth occupied periodicallv by English
military.
The Le Maahault
is the only underwater site used
in this study. This ship is the convoyer of the French
expedition that left from Bordeaux in 1760 to bring aid to
an endangered New France. Upon arrival at the French
colony, the Le Maahault
took refuge at Chaleur Bay and
suffered a surprise attack from the British fleet. The
ship was scuttled after the French lost a difficult
battle.
The Fort Toulouse site is located in Alabama; it is a
military post constructed in 1717 to limit Carolina's
colonial expansion toward the Southwest. It served this
purpose until the final fall of New France in 1763 (Heldman
1973, 1975).
The sites not analysed in detail, and for which data
on brown faience is limited, are as follows: the Large
House at Les Forges du Saint-Maurice (near Trois-Rivieres,
Quebec), the well of the Maillou House (Quebec), the Jesuit
House (Sillery, Quebec), Fort Gaspereau (New Brunswick) and
Fort de Chartres (Illinois).
The shapes of brown faience found in these sites are
divided into four categories according to the types of food
to which they were related for preparing, serving and
consuming. Miscellaneous shapes are included in a fifth
category.
„,„«,.„..,.,?he first category comprises shapes related to
liquids: pitchers, chocolate pots and coffeepots, teapots,
small pouring pots, globular cups and cups with straight
walls. Chocolate pots and coffeepots are combined because
the size of sherds analysed is not sufficient to make the
distinction between the two.
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The second category comprises shapes related to wet
foods such as potages and stews: cooking pots-t- evvines 3
cooking pots-huguenotes
and porringers, soup plates and
hollow platters. The cooking pot-t-evvine has a vertical
footring and two handles. The cooking
pots-huguenotes
and the sauce pans stand on three legs and have hollow
horizontal handles. Bouillon is considered a wet food,
therefore the porringer form is included in this category.
Hollow platters are included although they were also used
to cook dry food and serve them in a sauce.
The third category comprises shapes related to dry
food: shallow platters and plates.
The fourth category comprises shapes related to
special dishes, such as pb\ti and rabbit dishes
(lapinieve)
which are used to prepare dishes known by
the same name.
A final category comprises miscellaneous objects:
saucers, plates of unknown shapes, lids and perhaps jars
and other unidentified shapes. Saucers are included in
this category because they are not related to a particular
food but rather to cups. Such is also the case for lids,
which are related to various deep objects. Plates having
an unknown shape are mentioned but are not described in
archaeological reports. These reports also mention the
existence of jars but do not describe them. These are
perhaps other shapes since no jar was identified by the
author from the collections studied. This category is
given for information only and will not be discussed in
detail.
These data are illustrated in Table 1. A shape found
only once in a site is marked "R" (rare). A more commonly
found shape is marked "X." A question mark "?" indicates
that it is uncertain whether a certain shape existed but
that several small sherds indicate the possibility.
A word of explanation is in order before the table is
discussed. Shapes not found in brown faience may have been
replaced by similar shapes in other ceramic types or
materials. The existence of brown faience depended on a
choice of ceramic type and shape. Different factors could
affect the shape of brown faience found on a site.
All types of brown faience shapes are found in
Louisbourg and many factors worked in their favour:
availability, need, function, social status and length of
occupation. The diversity of the social classes present,
the origin of the people and their different traditions
account for the existence of the various shapes. The study
of brown faience as a collection distinct from the
archaeological contexts of each piece does not allow for a
study of the distribution of these pieces among individual
inhabitants. However, it must not be concluded that brown
faience was found in all the archaeological contexts from
Louisbourg. For example, the Dugas-De La Tour house,
apparently occupied by a well-to-do family, revealed
several hundred ceramic objects but only a few sherds of
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TABLE 1 BROWN FAIENCE SHAPES FOUND IN NEW FRANCE SITES
(Listed by Food Category)
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Liquids
X X

Pitcher
Chocolate
Tea

Pot

Pouring

Globular

pot

X

X

X X

X
R

X

7

X X

Cup

Straight-sided

Cup

X X

7

X X

X

X

Dishes
Cooking

Dry

Pot

R

Pot

Small

Wet

& Coffee

Pot-Terrine

Cooking Pot-Huguenote.
& Sauce Pan*

X X

X

X X X

X

X

Porringer

X

Hollow

Plate

X

?

X

Hollow

Platter

X X

X

7

X X ?

X X

X
X

X

Dishes
7

Flat

Platter

X X

Flat

Plate

X X

R

R

X

Special
PatS

X

X

Dishes
& Lapiniere

Miscellaneous
Plate

X

X X

Saucer
(unknown

Lid

X
X X

Jar?
Others,

X

shapes)
X

X

X

?

X
unidentified

X

X
X

X Found in this site; R Rare - only one example of this
shape in this site; ? Small sherds indicate its possible
presence; * None of these objects are complete. They were
identified either as cooking pot-huguenote
or as sauce
pans because of their conical legs or the large and hollow
cylindrical handle.
1. Author's analysis. 2. Genet 1977b, 1978 and personal
communication from Nicole Genet, Service d'Archeologie et
d'Ethnologie, Quebec. 3. Miller and Stone 1970; Heldman
1977. 4. Heldman 1973, 1975 and personal communication
from James W. Parker, Fort Toulouse Project, Alabama. 5.
Personal communication from Simon Courcy, Parks Canada,
Quebec. 6. Brown 1975; Power 1977. 7. Coleman 1968.

?

?

X
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brown faience (Sophie Drakich 1978, pers. com.). The King's
Bastion, however, revealed large quantities of brown
faience. It would be interesting to be able to isolate
well-defined archaeological contexts and to study the
presence or absence of brown faience in relation to the
social status and standard of living of the inhabitants.
The teapot and the pate shapes are found only once
in Louisbourg. Diderot's description of the teapot seems
to indicate that the pitcher, chocolate pot and
ooquemart
are not specialised shapes and are used to prepare and
serve all types of hot beverages. Furthermore, the brown
faience teapot was not found elsewhere in New France. This
is not too surprising since it seems that tea was uncommon
in the 18th century. It was consumed in New France but was
rare and restricted to the very rich (Massicotte 1924;
Paris, Archives nationales: Louisbourg inventories). To
serve and drink it the bourgeois of Louisbourg preferred
Chinese porcelain and English fine earthenv/are teapots. In
fact, this general lack of the brown faience teapot could
indicate that this shape was simply not available until
quite a late date and was perhaps not manufactured at all
during the first half of the century.
The fact that only one pate is found in Louisbourg
is a more complex question. The pate was common in
France, particularly in the north and northwest regions
where it was part of the customs and traditions and was
used for cooking pates on special holidays. It is
difficult to account for its rarity in Louisbourg, where
part of the population was from northwest France. Firstly,
the majority of the population was Acadian or local. In
1752 Acadians accounted for 24-30 per cent of the
population and locals for almost 20 percent. Only 35-45
per cent were of French origin (Morgan et al. 1974: 61).
Louisbourg was a very active settlement, the sign of an
urban commercial center. Perhaps the fact that pates
are not found here indicates a decline or a rejection of a
certain popular cultural culinary tradition. Or perhaps
this fact indicates that cooking with rolled pastry was
more popular than cooking in brown faience pates or
lapinieres.
Pastry was not required if the latter two
shapes of brown faience were used, which allowed
substantial savings in flour. Besides the presence or lack
of traditional customs, the presence or lack of these
shapes of brown faience is no doubt indicative either of
savings or of lavish culinary practices. This factor
supports the suggestion that brown faience was used by a
middle bourgeoisie class.
On the other hand, the presence of the shallow platter
and the plate is to be noted. The chapters on the
development of brown faience and on its functions mention
that the brown faience shallow platter is used for cooking,
or for the final cooking of certain new dishes. This new
method is probably followed in Louisbourg, which kept
abreast of the latest ideas.
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Place Royale is the same type of site as Louisbourg.
The same shapes of brown faience are found there with the
exceptions of the teapot, the patS 3 the small pouring
pot and the porringer. Comments pertaining to the teapot
and the pate in Louisbourg also apply to Place Royale.
Neither a small pouring pot nor a porringer were identified
during research carried out by Nicole Genet (1978,
pers. com.). The lack of the brown faience porringer is
quite surprising since this was a common shape elsewhere in
New France; however, coarse earthenware porringers are
found and could have fulfilled the technomic functions.
White faience porringers may also have fulfilled
sociotechnic functions, by replacing brown faience.
The Roma settlement is of particular interest because
it was an isolated site occupied during a short period. It
is the only site for which the behaviour of the members and
head of a household can be isolated, unlike previous
archaeological contexts referring to communities. Brown
faience shapes found in the remains of the house, cellar,
blacksmith's shop and in the trash pit are selective. No
shape related to liquids is found, except perhaps for a
straight cup. When necessary, hot beverages were prepared
in metal containers and consumed in porcelain and metal
containers.
Cooking pots-te wine s 3 hollow platters and hollow
plates were shapes used for cooking the wet dishes. Because
they are heat resistant and withstand changes in
temperature, these shapes were used for preparing, serving
as well as consuming soups, stews and other previously
described dishes. No shallow plate or platter was found.
Perhaps Roma did not have sufficient time to acquire all
the equipment he would have liked, or perhaps he did not
need those shapes. It is also possible that the shallow
plates and platters were not available in New France until
after the site was occupied, i.e. after 1745. The number
of pates
found may indicate that certain regional
French traditions were followed and may also be evidence of
the desire to economize on flour used in pastry crust.
Perhaps Roma himself had a particular liking for pates.
The Michilimackinac site revealed a limited quantity
of shapes, most of which fall into the category of shapes
related to wet dishes. It is difficult to explain the lack
of brown faience shapes used for liquids. Some of the
Michilimackinac contexts present the oldest sample in our
study. Brown faience from the first period of occupation
is found (1715-25 [1735]). In general, brown faience found
in Michilimackinac dates from 1720 to 1750 (Stone
1974: 166, 349). Unfortunately, the relationship between
shapes and structures is not known.
The Fort Beausejour site yielded several shapes
related to liquids along with those shapes related to wet
dishes (Blanchette 1978b). Among the latter category, I
would like to emphasize the porringer which, in certain
areas of France such as La Marche, Le Limousin and Le
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Maconnais, had a distinct personal character (Robert 1971;
Tardieu 1964). In these regions, a porringer was bestowed
upon each newborn infant to be used solely by that
individual until death. When the person died, the
porringer was buried alongside the body as a funeral
offering. This is a material manifestation of personality.
In the Compagnie franches
de la marine stationed at
Fort Beausejour, the brown faience porringer may have been
the symbol of each officer's individuality, and this aspect
would merit examination, along with porringers of other
materials. Another point in support of our explanation of
the sociotechnic functions of the porringer is the almost
total absence of porringers in public areas such as inns
and cabarets (auberges
et cabarets)
in Louisbourg
(Proulx 1972).
The Fort Beausejour site does not contain any brown
faience shapes related to dry dishes or special dishes. The
military did not require a varied menu. Traditional,
unrefined dishes were probably served day after day. French
officers, however, probably asked for better fare which was
perhaps prepared and served in brown faience objects.
Considering the brown faience related to hot food, perhaps
coarse earthenware from Albisola, Liguria, known as tache
noire,
was also used; however, an analysis has not been
made of its properties to date. Furthermore, the presence
or absence of ceramic types in the French contexts of Fort
Beausejour is certainly directly related to the short
length of French occupation, which was only four years. It
is highly likely that other shapes and types of ceramics
would have been used if time had permitted to complete the
culinary and table equipment.
Cooking pots-terrines
and porringers found on the
Le Machault
were probably used on board by the
officers, craftsmen or the merchants (Blanchette 1977b).
Porringers used on the Le Machaultcan undoubtedly be taken as
a sign of individuality in this social class. The seamen
ate in groups of six from a common mess tin (Furetiere
1970; Genet et al. 1974: 135).
From the respective forms of brown faience found in
the archaeological sites of New France, it is seen that the
shapes related to a new type of food such as shallow
platters, and plates were found in significant quantity
only in urban centres, where the new type of food appeared
first. Hollow platters are probably related to this pattern
in a less obvious way. They were also found in different
types of sites, i.e. Michilimackinac and Les Forges du
Saint-Maurice and I am not certain of their actual contexts
and relation to status. The existence of particular shapes
in the urban sites was certainly not due only to brown
faience pieces. It would be interesting to draw up a list
of all the artifact shapes found only in these sites.
French glass stemware is one example (Olive Jones 1978,
pers. com.). A complete list of all the shapes in question
would yield information on the differences between domestic
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possessions in the urban centers and in other areas, and on
foodways in general.
It should be recalled that the brown faience patS
is a mere traditional shape used during special holidays by
a relatively well-to-do class. It is found in significant
numbers in the Roma settlement only, which gives rise to a
few possible interpretations: Roma's personal preference
for this type of ceramics, his relationship with merchants
from the French centres producing these pates, and his
desire to economize on flour by limiting the use of pastry
crust. In any case, these factors undoubtedly had an
influence on the presence of p&t4 shapes in this site.
When other similar rural or small-community sites are
excavated, a pattern may develop.
It is also noteworthy that military sites revealed
only those brown faience shapes relating to liquids and hot
wet dishes. This is certainly related to the food customs
of military officers at the time, whose main dishes were
soup, porridge, stews, bread and beverages. It is believed
that these faience objects were used by the officers.
Subalterns to the officers used coarse earthenware, metal,
or wooden objects, or ate directly from the cooking pot or
a common bowl.
The discussion to this point has focused on those
sites containing brown faience objects and on various
interpretations of these findings. These interpretations
are supported by the fact that other French sites dating
between 1720 and 1760, which have been excavated, do not
contain brown faience objects. Test pits excavated at the
Acadian village of Beaubassin located at the Chignectou
Isthmus did not uncover any brown faience objects
(Moussette 1970). Likewise, brown faience is not found at
the Penouille fishing site (Blanchette 1977a) or at the
workers'sites of Les Forges du Saint-Maurice (except for
one small pouring pot). The fact that brown faience is not
present in these sites fits in well with the social status
of these inhabitants as simple fishermen and workers, as
opposed to the status of inhabitants of sites containing
brown faience. I would add to the list of sites in which
brown faience is found those of the Seigneurie LeBer de
Senneville (Donald Webster 1977, pers. com.) and of the
priest of Grondine (Michel Lafreniere 1977, pers. com.),
both occupied by people of high standing. I would mention
that Fort Saint-Pierre on the Yazoo River (Mississippi)
does not contain brown faience (Brown 1977) for which one
possible explanation is the brief period of occupation. As
well, it was a small fort that did not rank as highly as
the other military sites mentioned. Finally, brown faience
is not found at Port Dauphin, a French village on Dauphin
Island (Alabama), established approximately between 1701
and 1720 (Read Stowe, pers. com.). Brown faience was
probably not available in New France at this time, which is
also confirmed by the sites of Place Royale in Quebec
(Genet 1978) .
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I believe that this comparative study of the shapes of
brown faience points out the advantages of studying only
one type of ceramics. I have shown that brown faience was
manufactured for the preparation, service and consumption
of hot food and beverages. The use of various shapes has
been related to the foodways of the time, and the facts
indicate that these shapes were related to the new foods
adapted to a recently developed alimentation type. Using
certain shapes such as p&tes and lapinieres
I have
shown that these permitted some economy by not using flour
in the cooking of dishes. I have also suggested that
porringers may have been indicative of individuality in the
18th century. Brown faience shapes were also related to
the types of sites in which they are found, differentiating
between urban areas and small communities, and between
commercial and strictly military areas. Finally, I
suggested that only the well-to-do used brown faience.
This study of brown faience is limited to some extent,
in spite of its potential. The major drawback is
undoubtedly in the sampling. Firstly, all sites containing
brown faience had to be used. Secondly, there are few such
sites and only two have been studied in detail either with
regard to their structures or their artifacts. It is
therefore very difficult to measure the presence or the
absence of certain shapes. As I have stated, a few brown
faience shapes such as the pitcher and cup, when not found,
could have been replaced by some other shapes in other
materials, perhaps by coarse earthenware or metal. However,
it is noteworthy that although coarse earthenware may have
fulfilled the same technomic functions as brown faience, it
was not as attractive as faience and did not fulfill the
same sociotechnic and ideotechnic functions. Metal
objects, although they occasionally could have replaced
brown faience, were not suitable for the slow-cooking
methods of the new cuisine, as were earthenwares.
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Figure 1. New France sites (territorial limits from
Trudel 1968). 1, Louisbourg; 2, Roma; 3, Ft. Beausejour;
4, Port La Joye; 5, Ft. Gaspereau; 6, Ft. Lawrence;
7, Grande-Pre; 8, Annapolis Royal; 9, Halifax;
10, Machault; 11, Gaspe; 12, Quebec; 13, Les Forges du
Saint-Maurice; 14, Montreal; 15, Michilimackinac;
16, Ft. de Cartres; 17, Ft. Saint-Pierre; 18, Ft. Rosalie
(Natchez); 19, Nouvelle-Orleans; 20, Ft. Conde;
21, Ft. Toulouse.
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Figure 2. The Roma settlement (IF), Prince Edward Island
(Korvemaker 1969).
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Figure 3. The Roma settlement.
Scale: 50 ft (Korvemaker 1972).

Plan of major excavations.
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Figure 4. Brown faience hollowwares (closed shapes) from
Louisbourg: A and C, globular cups; B, small chocolate pot
D, straight-sided cup; E, saucer; F, pitcher. Teapot and
coffeepot are not illustrated. Scale: 3 cm.
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Figure 5. Brown faience hollowwares (open shapes) from
Louisbourg: A-D, bowls and saladiers;
E, hollow plate.
Scale: 3 cm.
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F i g u r e 6. Brown f a i e n c e hollowwares from Louisbourg:
p o r t i n g e r ; B, pfttS} C, cooking pot-tervine.
Scale:
3 cm.

A,
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Figure 7. Brown faience flatwares from Louisbourg: A-C,
plates; D and E, platters. Scale: 3 cm.

Figure 8. Brown faience from Louisbourg: pitchers and
chocolate pot. Scale: 5 cm/ 2 in.
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Figure 9. Brown faience from Louisbourg: cup, cooking
pot-tevvine, plate and porringer. Scale 5 cm/ 2 in.

Figure 10A. Brown faience lids from Louisbourg; exterior
sides. Scale: 5 cm/ 2 in.

en
en

Figure 10B. Brown faience lids from Louisbourg; interior
sides. Scale: 5 cm/ 2 in.

en
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Figure 11. Blue decorated brown faience from Louisbourg:
left',

saladiers

platter.

or large bowls; right:

Scale: 5 cm/ 2 in.

plate and
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Reconstructed kitchen in the king's bastion at Louisbourg.

{Fortress

of Louisbourg

National

Historic

Park.)

PART II

AN ASSEMBLAGE OF ARTIFACTS RELATED TO FOODWAYS:
THE ROMA SETTLEMENT (PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND),
1732-45
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A dining room in the barracks of the king's bastion.

(Fortress

of Louisbourg

National

Historic

Park.)
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INTRODUCTION

The study of an assemblage of artifacts related to
food will provide more complete information on the role of
these artifacts, thus helping to better understand the
foodways of a given community and to determine patterns for
better understanding cultural processes (Deagan 1974; Deetz
1973; Fairbanks 1974, Otto 1977; South 1977b).
The community chosen for purposes of this study is the
Jean-Pierre Roma settlement which operated between 1732 and
1745 in Trois-Rivieres, known to-day as Brudenell Point, on
the east coast of Prince Edward Island. Much research has
already been done on this fishing and commercial
settlement. Its general history has been studied in such
detail that I was able to obtain many essential facts
(Coleman 1970). Original documents are also available
containing more precise information on foodways (Canada.
Public Archives). Moreover, this site is located in Acadia
and at the time was under the jurisdiction of Louisbourg.
The Roma community presumably had close ties with
Louisbourg and research done there can be useful in
understanding the Roma settlement. Finally, several of the
site's structures were excavated either fully or in part
between 1968 and 1970 (Sprague 1969; Korvemaker 1969, 1970,
1972). Excavation revealed a reasonable quantity of
artifacts from this period and reports have been presented
on some of the types of artifacts discovered. Those
artifacts related to foodways are numerous and merit
detailed analysis and explanation.
I will begin with an outline of the history of the
Roma settlement and will then summarize the archaeological
excavations carried out, describing the material discovered
during excavation. Parallel to this, I will draw up a list
of the primary and secondary foods and beverages used in a
middle-class household in New France, with a corresponding
list of utensils needed to prepare, preserve, serve and
consume these foods and beverages. I will then draw up a
scale of economic level from some food-related artifacts
recorded in the deed inventories at Louisbourg. Finally,
from the archaeological data, I will attempt to relate the
artifacts found in the settlement with the primary and
secondary technomic functions attributed to food-related
artifacts in New France. Such a study will make it
possible to gauge the existence or non-existence of various
types of artifacts related to foodways, for instance of
certain types of brown faience ceramics. I will conclude
by placing the ceramic assemblage of Roma in the economic
context that will have been established.
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Thus, my objective is to show that archaeological
data studied in relation to historical and ethnohistorical
data has much to teach us about the food customs and
standard of living of the members of a given household.
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CHAPTER I

HISTORY OF THE ROMA SETTLEMENT

On July 17, 1731 a concession was granted to four
French merchants, Claude Cotterel from Rouen, Joseph du
Bocage from Blansville, and Joseph Philippe Narcis and
Jean-Pierre Roma both from Paris, to establish a colony
with fishing rights on the east coast of lie Saint-Jean,
known today as Prince Edward Island. This place was known
as Trois-Rivieres because it was located at the junction of
three rivers, today known as Brudenell, Montague and
Cardigan (Fig. 2 ) . The land was granted as noble freehold
with tribute to be paid to Louisbourg. Justice was to be
administered by the assistant delegate of the Intendant of
New France in lie Saint-Jean (Coleman 1970).
Jean-Pierre Roma, who was appointed director of the
company, landed in Trois-Rivieres in June 1732 and
immediately began construction of the major buildings.
According to the Concessions Law, Roma was to bring 80
people with him in the first year, help them to settle, and
arrange for 30 other people to follow over the next few
years. In 1734 Roma reported to the company, presenting a
well-organized settlement. In two years, he had built nine
buildings, prepared the land for construction of a dock,
cleared part of the land for agriculture and vegetable
gardens, and constructed fishing boats and roads leading to
the important points in the north and east of the island,
such as Havre Saint-Pierre, and in the west, Port La Joye.
The nine buildings constructed comprised three major
dwellings, one for the company and the store, the second
for the fisherman, and the third for the employees of the
company and visitors. There were also two other dwellings,
one for the officers of the company's five ships and their
crew, the other for the master craftsmen (such as the
cooper, the carpenter, the blacksmith) and their shops, a
building to be used as the warehouse and three others to be
used as a bakery, blacksmith's shop and stable (for horses,
fowl and pigs). An ice house and two wells were also
constructed, as well as a large cellar for preserving food
(Coleman 1970; PAC, Archives
ales Colonies,
Series
C 1 1 B, MG1, Vol. 16, fols. 70-100).
Information gleaned from documents on the operation
and the fall of the settlement indicate that the "dietic
core," the basis of food, (Sorre
in Anderson 1976) was
much the same in Trois-Rivieres as in other coastal
settlements in Acadia such as Louisbourg. In
Trois-Rivieres wheat and oats were cultivated. There is no
specific reference to buckwheat, although the documents do
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mention grains other than wheat and oats. Pork, sheep,
horned cattle and fowl were raised. Fish, in particular
cod, was important. Finally, peas were grown in quantity
in a field set aside for this purpose, and eight small
gardens supplied other vegetables such as turnip and
cabbage. All of this provided Roma and the settlers in
Trois-Rivieres with the necessary calories and protein. To
this may be added molasses, eau de vie } rum, grain or
spruce beer and perhaps sugar and coffee (products of the
Southern Islands, except the beer, which was produced
locally), and of course the wine which was imported mainly
from Bordeaux, directly or via Louisbourg. There is no
reference made to hunting or to picking wild berries such
as strawberries, raspberries and nuts, but these food
sources were probably not ignored. (PAC, Archives
des
Coloniesj
Series Cll B , op. cit.)
The existence of these various foods in Trois-Rivieres
at certain periods hides the chronological and social
distribution of these goods. Grain and vegetable
production and animal farming was never as flourishing in
Trois-Rivieres as it was in the later years. The
settlement seems to have been hit at least once by famine
and once by crop damage due to mice. A census taken in
Trois-Rivieres in 1735 lists under the name of Jean-Pierre
Roma a mere six large animals and two small ones, as well
as seven small barrels of grain. Unfortunately, it is not
known whether the list refers to Roma's own possessions or
the company's possessions. In 1740 the company lost
livestock and buildings in a fire.
However, the
impression we have of Jean-Pierre Roma's settlement just
before it was set on fire by the English in 1745 is of a
settlement producing all the food necessary for the needs
of its settlers. It lost 60 bushels of wheat, 10 bushels
of less important grain and 8 bushels of peas in the
disaster. Also lost in the fire were 4 horses, 50 sheep,
10 cows, 20 pigs, and about 100 fowl (Nov. 27,1752, PAC,
Archives
des Colonies _, Series C ^ B, MG1, Vol. 32,
fol. 146).
To all of this must be added those goods available to
Trois-Rivieres by importation. Whenever there was a lack
of essential food, it was imported from Quebec and
Louisbourg, in most cases, but also from France and the
Southern Islands.
Roma's stores were sometimes well supplied and his
family was probably seldom without the basics. However,
this was not the case with the fishermen, who complained
several times of the lack of essential foods and of not
having bread, salt, molasses, eau de vies
and wine, as
they had been promised. Roma was, in fact, supposed to
feed the fishermen who worked for the company. He probably
provided them with the minimum and sold them the remainder.
The company store also sold to other inhabitants of
Trois-Rivieres, such as the master craftsmen and their
assistants, and the inhabitants of the other hamlets or
villages of the island.
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Discussion will now be limited to an analysis of the
foodways of the Jean-Pierre Roma household, which included
Roma himself, his family (a son and a daughter) and other
people who lived with him (in 1735 probably four servants,
two clerks, and two workers). Archaeological documentation
has included interesting information on the foodways of
this household, therefore I will concentrate on it.
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CHAPTER II

ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA FROM THE ROMA SETTLEMENT

Archaeological excavations were carried out in the
summer of 1968 by Roderick Sprague, assisted by Frank
Korvemaker and Gerard Gusset, at the request of the
Canadian National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, to
locate the site of the buildings constructed by Jean-Pierre
Roma (Korvemaker 1969; Sprague 1969). These excavations
were continued in 1969 and 1970 by Frank Korvemaker for the
same organization and with the financial assistance of the
Canada Council (Korvemaker 1970, 1972).
During the three summers in which excavations were
carried out, six out of ten French buildings were located,
and either totally or partially excavated, along with a
trash pit and two other unidentified structures (Fig. 3 ) .
All these buildings were made of wood and some had stone
chimneys. None of the wells or latrines mentioned in
Roma's letters or reports were located. The structures
located in order of importance are: Jean-Pierre Roma's
house (operation 1F15) the trash pit (operation 1F24), the
cellar (operation 1F4), the blacksmith's shop (operation
1F23), an unidentified French building (operation 1F17) and
four other structures on which little archaeological work
could be carried out (Korvemaker 1972: 1-3).
Numerous categories of artifacts indicative of French
occupation between 1732 and 1745 were uncovered. Among
these, I will pay particular attention to the ceramic
assemblage for the reasons set out in the "General
Introduction." The types and shapes of ceramics comprising
this assemblage will be considered by structure.

Archaeological Structures
Jean-Pierre Roma's house (operation 1F15) was
identified by its proximity to the cellar. Documents
actually mention that Roma guarded the entrance to the
cellar from a window of his house, which was only 20 ft
from the cellar. This two-storey house was constructed
between 1732 and 1734 and was destroyed by New England
privateers in 1745. Two double fireplace bases, fragments
of burnt flooring, rotten floor joists or traces of them in
the ground, and a small cellar in the northern room of the
house were found. According to the archaeological report
and the maps, it seems that approximately 75-80 percent of
the building, which measured 85 ft long and 24 ft wide, was
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excavated. A small stone structure constructed on top of
part of the northern room in the 19th century partially
destroyed the stratigraphy of the house. Moreover, heavy
agriculture on the site eliminated most of the original
stratigraphy. In spite of these drawbacks, the artifacts
of the French regime, which are easily distinguished from
those of the 19th century, are clearly related to Roma's
house (Korvemaker 1972: 21-25, Fig. 1 5 ) .
A trash pit was completely excavated (operation 1F24).
It is linked to the Roma settlement because of the great
similarity of the artifacts it contained with those of
Roma's house. The trash pit measured 33 ft long and 9.5
ft wide, with an average depth of 3.7 ft (Korvemaker
1972: 44) .
A 120-ft-long underground cellar was located on a
cliff. It was totally excavated (operation 1F4) except for
30 of the 120 ft eroded by the sea. The base was
approximately 10 ft wide. The walls and ceilings were made
of wood. Numerous artifacts were found in the structure,
and of these, the majority were glass bottles (Korvemaker
1972: 4-12) .
The other structures were not excavated in enough
detail to be discussed in this report. However, several
ceramic objects were found and I will refer to them when
necessary.

The Ceramic Assemblage
The ceramic sub-assemblages excavated on different
structures are remarkably alike and may be compared with
each other. However, it is noteworthy that the
sub-assemblage found in the house bears traces of heavy
fire. Most of these ceramics were, in fact, burnt to such
an extent that glazes and fabrics were darkened, shapes
were sometimes twisted and metallic and other types of
concretions were soldered to the walls. We were able to
completely rebuild a large number of the objects found in
the house, which indicates that they were found where they
had been used just before the fire.
It is also noteworthy that many of the objects found
in the trash pit could be partially rebuilt. Burnt sherds
from the house and intact sherds found in the cellar were
glued to objects found in the trash pit and indicate that
there was a direct link between these structures.
I calculated a minimum of objects for the ceramic
assemblage of the settlement and linked these objects to
their respective structures, so that any one object is
counted only once for the entire settlement. When sherds
belonging to the same object were found in two different
structures, the object was associated with the structure
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THE ROMA SETTLEMENT
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•

objects of this type in this structure
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percentage of these objects in relation to objects of the same type in other structures
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containing the largest sherds, priority being given to the
bases rather than the rims for problem objects, since an
object can always be useful if it still has its base and
part of its body but has lost parts of its rim. A minimum
number of 196 ceramic objects were obtained, which were
used either for food or other purposes. They are
distributed as follows: 80 (40.8%) for the house, 76
(38.7%) for the trash pit, 19 (9.6%) for the cellar, 10
(5.1%) for the blacksmith's shop, 5 (2.5%) for the
unidentified structure No. 17, 6 (3.0%) for the other
structures (Table 2 ) .
At first glance, the respective percentages for each
type of ceramics are surprising. The coarse earthenwares
are in much smaller proportion than would be expected.
Jean Chapelot states that coarse earthenware dominates in
Acadia in relation to stoneware or tin-glazed earthenware.
In Louisbourg, for example, Chapelot (1978: 106-7)
estimates:
A rough estimate shows that they must account
for, in number of sherds, between 60 and 80 per
cent of the ceramic material gathered in
Louisbourg.
This approximation is undoubtedly too high. In Beaubassin,
test pits dug on the site of the Acadian village gave
between 20 and 33 per cent of coarse earthenware as well as
4-23 per cent of slip-decorated earthenware of which part
is also coarse (Moussette 1970: 174-201). Furthermore,
among the remains of a house destroyed during the first
siege of Louisbourg in 1745, the Dugas-De La Tour house,
approximately one-third are French coarse earthenware
objects in addition to a small quantity of Staffordshire
slip-decorated earthenware (Sophie Drakich, pers. com.,
April 1978). Also in Louisbourg, Pierre Beaudet reports
varied numbers, 14-38 per cent for different sites (Beaudet
1977, 1978). In Gaspe, in a fishing site dated 1720-58
(Penouille), coarse earthenware accounts for 40 per cent of
the ceramic assemblage (Blanchette 1977a: 43). These
figures do not all agree but they do confirm the importance
of this type, and the small percentage of 2 5.5 per cent in
the Roma settlement may be explained in two ways. Firstly,
this percentage is related both to the functions fulfilled
by this type of ceramics and to the functions of the
structures themselves. Thus the percentage of coarse
earthenware should vary with the type of site: dwelling,
storage, well, barn, bakery, latrines, trash-pit, etc.
Secondly, this percentage should also vary, and perhaps to
a greater degree, if the inhabitant of a given structure
decides to acquire ceramics or other objects of greater
value, such as tin-glazed earthenwares, porcelain, etc.
The relative size of the percentage of coarse earthenware
may thus be indicative of the inhabitant's standard of
living. This explanation is also valid in understanding
the high percentage (40%) found at the Penouille fishing
site compared with the low percentage (24.5%) for the Roma
settlement.
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There were practically no stoneware objects found in
the structures of this settlement. They account for only
5.6 per cent. In fact, in both the Louisbourg and
Penouille sites and in Michilimackinac, French stoneware is
quite small in number, which leads me to suggest that its
use in New France in the 18th century was negligible.
Brown faience objects are significant in number (32 or
16.3% of the whole) and if they are added to tin-glazed
earthenware (55 or 28.1%), they make up the most
significant group with almost 45% of the whole. This is a
significant percentage. It is higher than that of the
Dugas-De La Tour house (about 32%) (Sophie Drakich, pers.
com., April 1978), although it is equal to that of the well
studied by Beaudet (1978, Table 14).
Finally, porcelain objects make up 25.5 per cent of
the whole, which is a significant percentage since it is
twice as high as that of the Dugas-De La Tour house and
definitely superior to the Penouille site which has only
5.2 per cent of porcelain (two objects).

Ceramic Assemblage Related to Foodways
Of the 196 objects discussed according to type, 14 are not
related to foodways. These are six pharmaceutical pots,
one ink well, one chamber pot and six unidentified objects
(Table 3 ) . Since this is a study of foodways, these
objects will not be referred to again. There are 182
objects related to foodways: 74 (40.7%) in the house, 72
(39.6%) in the trash pit, 19 (10.4%) in the cellar, 10
(5.5%) in the blacksmith's shop, 3 (1.6%) in the
unidentified structure no. 17, 4 (2.2%) in the other
structures (Table 4 ) .
Classifying these 182 objects related to foodways by
type gives 47 coarse earthenware objects (25.8%), only 8
stoneware objects (4.4%), 77 tin-glazed earthenware objects
divided here into two types, the brown faience (32 objects,
i.e. 17.6%) and the other tin-glazed earthenware objects
(45, i.e. 24.7%) and 50 porcelain objects (27.5%). A brief
description of these ceramic types and shapes follows.
The coarse earthenware all came from France and are
not decorated, except for the combed slipware-decorated cup
which came from Staffordshire. These objects are mostly
made up of Saintonge-type green-glazed bowls whose rim
diameters vary from 21 to 27 cm for the small ones, from 29
to 31 cm for the middle-sized ones, and from 3 3 to 37 cm
for the large ones, and of dishes and globular cups from
the same location. They also include jars, possibly of
Mediterranean origin, large Biot jars and smaller
quantities of other objects, such as bottles, cooking pots,
strainers (Tables 8-12; Figs. 12, 13, 19).
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The stoneware came from Beauvais, Normandy or the
northwest of France with the exception of a Chinese jar.
French stoneware is coarse and comprises the following
types: large jar, small jar, bottle, pitcher and globular
cup (Tables 8-12; Figs. 14, 20, 21).
The brown faience comprises plates and hollow platters
or dishes, often decorated with cobalt on the rim and at
the centre of the base, soup tureens sometimes decorated
with white swirls on the brown exterior wall, oval or
oblong p&t£ and rabbit dishes stamped with
fleurs-de-lis, lids for these and other vessels, and a cup
(Tables 8-12; Figs. 15, 16).
The other tin-glazed earthenwares comprise mainly
French plates bearing sober blue and red decoration (11 are
identical) or blue geometric and floral design (6 are
identical), British plates, and Dutch plates, of which
three picture peasants in the country. Other objects of
this type are of French origin and the following shapes
were found: platter, hollow plate and bowl, pitcher, cup,
mustard cup, small jar, covers for several of these objects
and others (Tables 8-12; Figs. 17, 22-25).
The porcelain pieces of Chinese origin are all related
to the "tea" service. They comprise cups, saucers, bowls,
and sugar bowls. One small plate was found. No "tea" pot
was identified. Most of these pieces are characteristic of
the K'ang-Hi period (1662-1722) (Beurdeley 1969; A. Palmer
1979, pers. com.). They are all painted blue and some have
a brown rim. Some of them even have gold-painted rims
(Tables 8-12; Figs. 18, 26-28).
An analysis of the distribution of these types of
ceramics found in each structure provides more detailed
information on the relationship between the structures and
the ceramics. The ceramic sub-assemblage of the house is
different from the whole assemblage. The proportion of
coarse earthenware can be better compared to the other
sites mentioned earlier with 32.4 per cent. The
percentage of stoneware is a little higher with 8.1 per
cent. However, the tin-glazed earthenware makes up only
32.4 per cent of the sub-assemblage. Porcelain is, however,
found in significant proportion, i.e. 27 per cent.
The trash pit contains as many objects as the house,
i.e. 72 (39.6%), and many of the ceramic types found in the
house were also found in the trash pit. A coarse
earthenware strainer, three hollow platters, two hollow
plates and one brown faience plate, one delft plate with
landscape decoration (the two others were found in the
cellar and the blacksmith's shop) and an English delft
plate were found in the trash pit, which are not similar to
the objects or sherds found in the house; when mended, it
was with sherds from the cellar. However, there is still a
strong similarity between the house and trash pit.
By examining the relative percentages of each type
found in the trash pit, it is noticed that this percentage
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is in relation to the toughness of each type. Thus, 12.5
per cent of the stoneware found in the trash pit gives
evidence of being stronger than coarse earthenware which
amounts to 38.3 per cent and which is itself stronger than
tin-glazed earthenware, accounting for 56.3 per cent for
brown faience and 44.4 per cent for the other tin-glazed
earthenware objects. This toughness must also be
considered in relation to frequency of usage, which would
explain why only 30 per cent of the porcelain was found in
the trash pit (compared with coarse earthenware). This
confirms Deetz' statement (1977: 60) that
Socio-technic artifacts may be much less liable
to breakage than technomic artifacts, due to less
frequent and more careful usage.
The types of ceramics, and their percentages, found in
the cellar are surprising. One would have expected coarse
earthenware and stoneware (which comprised jars, pitchers
and bowls) rather than faience and porcelain. However, the
opposite is true since 73.7 per cent of the ceramics in the
cellar are objects belonging to porcelain "tea" services,
the other 26.3 per cent being tin-glazed earthenware. This
phenomenon will be interpreted later in a discussion of the
functions of the ceramics and their respective values. I
can, however, suggest that the cellar was also used to keep
extras, since ceramics found there are all duplicates of
those found in other places, particularly in the house.
The ceramic sub-assemblage related to the blacksmith's
shop accounts for 5.5 per cent of the total assemblage with
only 10 objects. It reveals little about this structure,
as is the case for the sub-assemblages of unidentified
structure no. 17 and other structures.

The Glass Assemblage
The glass assemblage found in the Roma settlement is
composed of 156 containers and 24 table glasses, which were
studied, respectively, by Alyluia (1975) and McNally
(1972).
Most of the glass containers were green beverage
bottles of French origin (116, i.e. 74.4%), found in the
cellar. Blue green containers known as flacons_, also
of French origin, were found on the site (11, i.e. 7.1%) as
well as small-sized French beverage bottles (7, i.e. 4.5%),
English beverage bottles (19, i.e. 12.2%), and various
other beverage bottles (3, i.e. 1.9%) (Table 5) (Alyluia
1975). The distribution of these types of glass containers
in the structures on the site reveals the importance of the
cellar for preserving food, or at least reveals its
potential. It is impossible to tell what the exact
purposes of these bottles were. Were they full? Did they
contain imported beverages such as wine or eau de vie 3

THE ROMA SETTLEMENT GLASS CONTAINERS
(After Alyluia, 1975)

Table 5

^ ^ \ ^ STRUCTURES
FUNCTIONS

^ ^ ^ ^

HOUSE
n
%

Blue-Green
French
Contai ner

0
T 0

French
Beverage
Bottles

2
•50.0

TRASH-PIT
n
% %

%

4
•11.4
0

•

0
• 0
0

•

2
•50.0

English
Beverage
Bottles

TOTAL

•%

S

80
•76.2

•

•

0

0
• 0

• 0

•

4
•80.0

3.4

•

•

22.4

• 1.0
33.3
105
•100

•

0
• 0

0
• 0
0
• 0

0
1
•33.3

0
5
•100

0
0

3
•100

100

•

7
• 4.5
100

0

•

0
• 0

•

0
4
•100

•
100

•

33.3

•

• 7.1
100

19
•12.2

• 0
0

•

0
• 0

0
• 0

0

•

%

116
•74.4

•

•

35
•100

•

4
•100

1.7

•

•

•

•

•

1

0

3.4
1
• 20.0
14.3

1
• 2.9
33.3

• 0

2
•66.6

TOTAL
n
%
11

0

4
• 3.8
57.1
13
•12.4

0

0

2
• 5.7
28.6
4
•11.4

OTHER
STRUCTURES
n
% %

•

68.4

•

STRUCTURE
#17
n
% %

69.0

•

•
n

7
• 6.7
63.6

21.1

2.6

LEGEND

%

•
0

4
•100

•

24
• 68.6
20.7

BLACKSMITH
SHOP
n
% %

10.5
0
• 0

Miscellaneous
Beverage
Bottles

36.4

•

1.7

Small Size
French Beverage
Bottles

CELLAR
n
%

•

•

3
• 1.9
100
156
•100

•

67.3

3.2

1.9

2.6

100

•

•

•

•

•

o b j e c t s of t h i s type in t h i s s t r u c t u r e
percentage of these o b j e c t s in r e l a t i o n to other types in the same s t r u c t u r e
percentage of these o b j e c t s in r e l a t i o n to o b j e c t s of the same type in other s t r u c t u r e s
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or did they contain local beverages such as the beer Roma
wanted to make and bottle on site ? (Coleman 1970). The
percentage of the types of glass containers found in the
trash pit are comparable with the percentages of the whole
and indicate very well that these various types are equally
very fragile. The few containers found in the house, only
four bottles, seem to indicate that containers were not
used in a significant way in the house for preserving or
serving beverages.
Glass table objects comprised 24 goblets. A study of
the archaeological origin of their base distributed
them as follows: six in the house, nine in the trash pit,
three in the cellar, three in the blacksmith's shop and
three others in secondary structures. Twenty of these
goblets were rather poorly wheel-engraved and were probably
among the oldest Bohemian products of this type found in a
North American site. McNally believes that these goblets
had a low aesthetic quality but that they must,
nevertheless, have had some value at the beginning of the
decade 1740-50 since they were of the latest fashion
(McNally 1972). The four other goblets, also of
continental origin, were not decorated.

Other Assemblages
Metallic and organic assemblages have not been
studied. However, Wade (1975) analysed the utensils found
in the various structures of the site. This collection is
made up of only 15 iron or metal objects or pieces of
objects: five kitchen knives (house, 2; trash pit, 2; other
structure, 1 ) , two tableknives (trash pit, 1; other, 1 ) ,
five claspknives (trash pit, 3; others, 2 ) , and three
spoons (trash pit, 1; cellar, 2 ) . This is a very small
collection, which in itself does not correspond to the
quantity of objects making up the assemblages discussed
above. Wade (1975) explains this situation in two ways:
Cutlery perhaps has less chance of being found on
an archaeological site than most objects since
when a piece of cutlery is broken it can easily
be modified into another useful object. Also,
"fine" quality cutlery was probably retained over
long periods of time for the intrinsic value of
the material... .
Roma probably owned more cutlery of a higher quality
than was excavated and undoubtedly took good care of it.
Moreover, he probably saved it from disaster when the
British arrived in 1745.
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CHAPTER III FOODSTUFFS AND DOMESTIC CULINARY EQUIPMENT

Published research provides little information on the
foodstuffs that would be found in Jean-Pierre Roma's stores
and makes no reference to the preparation of these foods or
to the domestic equipment required to prepare, preserve,
serve and consume it. It is important to try to draw up a
list of standard equipment used in New France (at the
exclusion of Louisiana) to discuss the functions of
artifacts found in the Roma settlement. To do so, I have
used data on foodstuffs and equipment from works done at
Louisbourg (Adams 1972; Cumbaa 1975, 1976a, H. Dunton,
pers. com.; Lunn 1973; Moore 1974a, 1975; Proulx 1972),
Gaspe (Blanchette 1977a), Montreal (Genet 1977b; Vermette
1977a), les Forges du Saint-Maurice (Vermette 1977b) and
the entire Saint Lawrence Valley (Anderson 1976; Genet et
al. 1974; Seguin 1967, 1969, 1972). French ethnographic
and ethnohistorical studies present comparative data that
help to define the functions of certain objects
(Hemardinquer 1970; Tardieu 1964).
Although the authors of the data and survey results
did not present their works in the same manner, it is
possible to gather the basic information necessary to
propose a model of the foodstuffs and domestic culinary
equipment used by the average merchant and bourgeois of New
France (Acadia and Canada only). The model thus deals with
a class able to prepare or to obtain the alimentary
products required for their own consumption, and to stock
their pantries with other standard purchased products. To
draw up this model, it was necessary to exclude certain
regional variations and certain products not common to the
entire colony. The table is thus not exhaustive (cf. Moore
1975, Cumbaa 1976a). It is rather a general synthesis of
the foodways of the middle class and the bourgeoisie with
regard to methods of preparation, conservation, service and
consumption. This prototype is applicable for the period
1720-60. The references mentioned previously will not be
repeated; only those references dealing with a single item
will be given.
Foods will be divided into groups, giving the use of
each and the utensils used for preparing, preserving,
serving and consuming them. The groups of foods used are
grains, meat and fish, animal products (eggs and dairy
products), vegetables, condiments, fruits and beverages.
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Grain
The most common grains in New France were wheat, rye,
barley and oats. Wheat and rye were sometimes sown
together, resulting in maslin. A dark wheat, buckwheat,
was also sown where the climate was rainy and the growing
season short. These grains were used for bread and
biscuits of varying qualities depending on the mixture of
grains used. If there was not enough grain, peas and
vetches would be substituted (Boily and Blanchette 1976).
The grain was ground at the village mills. The inhabitant
infrequently ground his own with wooden or stone pestle and
mortars (Labrie 1970: 3 ) . The dough was generally prepared
in quantity in a kneading trough. For smaller recipes,
such as for pastries, wooden or coarse earthenware dishes
or bowls were used. Bread was baked in the family oven or
in the community bakery and stored on ladders hung from the
ceiling, in a bread cupboard or in the kneading-trough.
The whole loaf was put on the table and was cut by the head
of the household with a kitchen or pocket knife. Various
flours were also used for making pate.
Certain grains such as barley and buckwheat were also
used in porridge. Cooking pots and pans were used for this
purpose. Porridge was served in bowls, dishes or
porringers.

Meat and Fish
The most common domestic meat at this time was pork,
followed in decreasing order by poultry, beef or veal and
sheep. Horses and oxen were used primarily as work
animals. Horsemeat was eaten only in case of severe famine
or during a rationing period (Proulx 1977: 91). However,
if the herd of oxen was large, the meat would also be
eaten. Wild animal meat such as hare, passenger pigeon and
partridge, deer, moose and caribous were also eaten. Fish
included principally green and dried cod, mackerel, eel,
sardine, herring and salmon in seaboard regions. In the
St. Lawrence Valley, eel, salmon, trout and other
freshwater species were more common.
There are five methods for cooking meat: cooking over
direct heat, over indirect heat, boiling, braising and
cooking by reflected heat. The first four types of cooking
were the topic of a detailed study for the Montreal region
between 1740 and 1760 (Vermette 1977a) and of a general
study at les Forges du Saint-Maurice (Vermette 1977b).
Consultation of these works will provide the reader with
details not included in this study. Cooking by reflected
heat was only done in the oven for bread and pastry (Boily
and Blanchette 1976).
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Cooking over direct heat was done with a spit and a
forged iron grill. A roasting jack was sometimes used to
make the cook's job easier. Meat was also cooked in front
of the fire or over the embers. A basting can was used to
moisten the meat and the juice was collected in a dripping
pan. Care was taken not to lose the grease fat, which was
kept in large stoneware pots.
Cooking over indirect heat was done with frying pans,
pans and pots. Fish kettles were sometimes used. The use
of fats or fond de cuisine
assured that the meat cooked
without sticking to the vessel. There has not been a
specialized study done on the fond de cuisine
of New
France. In the homeland, three major types of fond de
cuisine
were used: butter, lard, and oil. The
geographical regions of each type have been described
(Hemardinguer 1970). It is possible that these three
kitchen fats were used in a single community in New France,
although it is probable that lard was most widely used
because of the quantity of pork in the average settlement.
Lard was sometimes imported in wooden casks. It was
preserved in stoneware jars. Salt was used in the
preservation. Butter was made locally in churns, wooden
dishes or coarse earthenware bowls. It was also preserved
in pots. The type of oil used was olive oil imported from
the Iberian peninsula, and preserved in large coarse
earthenware jars.
Like the first two types, boiling was a common method
of cooking. The meat was immersed in boiling water to be
cooked. Soup was made by adding bread and sometimes
vegetables. Cooking pots, copper buckets and perhaps
cauldrons were used for this purpose.
Braising was probably not as common, since documents
do not mention many objects that could have been used for
this purpose. This type of cooking was done in a container
with a lid totally surrounded with embers. When this type
of cooking was used, braising pans and field ovens were
used.
Cooking by indirect heat was probably more widespread
than it is generally believed. It was used for slow
cooking of meats prepared as touvtieve3
pate and
tevvine.
The containers used for preparing these
dishes were called by the same names as the dishes
themselves. Documents make frequent mention of
touvtieve
but never of pate" and tevvine.
(We
will discuss these objects later, in the section dealing
with artifacts found during the archaeological
excavations.)
I believe that meats were served at the table on
platters (in the home of the average merchant) except for
pate and tevvine
which were presented to the head of
the household in the containers in which they were cooked.
Brown faience soup tureens or cooking p o t s - f e v v i n e s ,
which according to this study were kept hot close to a
source of heat, were also used for serving the table.
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Shallow and hollow platters were used to serve the meats,
and perhaps also coarse earthenware bowls. Gravy was
brought to the table in gravy boats. The food was probably
eaten in hollow or flat individual plates, dishes and
porringers.
The table was normally set with spoons, forks and
perhaps knives. The existence of forks and knives varied
at the time. The table knife does not seem to have been as
widely used in New France as it was in France. According
to inventories (Adams 1972; Genet et al. 1974), pocket
knives were preferred. These inventories also indicate
that forks were more common and in greater number than were
table knives (Kalm 1977: 415), for the tradition of eating
with one's fingers was less common than it was in France
and the desire of the middle class to imitate aristocracy
came about earlier in New France. This was probably due to
easier access to trade.

Animal Products
The main animal products were eggs and dairy products.
Eggs were prepared sunny side up and scrambled in a frying
pan or casserole. They were also boiled and served in egg
cups.
Dairy products were milk, cheese and butter. Milk was
stored in metal or earthenware pots. Cream was obtained by
decanting in a coarse earthenware pot or a large bowl and
was used to make butter. Milk was also soured to obtain
cheese. The curdled milk was separated from the cream with
a metal skimmer (or a coarse earthenware strainer) and
then put into a metal mould to turn into cheese.

Vegetables
Peas, turnips, cabbage, beans, onions, carrots,
radishes, beets, parsnips, Jerusalem artichokes, lettuce,
chicory and cucumber were the main vegetables found in New
France in the middle of the 18th century (Kalm 1977:
225-26, 330; Seguin 1967: 187-92). They were washed in
basins and bowls. Vegetables were cooked in soups, except
for lettuce, chicory, cucumber and radishes which were used
in salads. It is unknown whether the other vegetables were
served other than in soups, although recipe books dating
from Bonnefons' time (1651) indicate the different methods
of preparing and serving them.
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Condiments, Spices and Sugar
This group contains salt, pepper, vinegar and several
herbs. Unrefined salt was preserved in wooden barrels and
crushed in wooden or stone mortars with wood, stone, or
metal pestles. Pepper and other spices were kept in boxes.
A pepper mill was sometimes used but not as often as the
mortar and pestle. Salt was served in a small vessel,
often made of ceramics, and pepper in a pepper pot
generally made of wood. Vinegar was kept in earthenware
jars or pots. Oil and vinegar cruets were used on the
table. Herbs such as horse-radish, thyme and majoram, were
cultivated. They were hung to dry near the chimney and
ground when necessary with the mortar and pestle. Mustard
was often kept in a faience pot known as a mustard pot.
Many other spices were imported, especially cloves and
nutmeg, but also cinnamon (Seguin 1967: 517).
Finally, white sugar, brown sugar and molasses were
imported from the Southern Islands but the use of maple
syrup and maple sugar found in Canada and Acadia at that
time must not be underestimated (Seguin 1967: 518-20).
Sugar was kept in loaves in ceramic and wooden containers
and probably in birchbark baskets as well. The sugar
loaves were used as required.

Fruit
Local wild fruit was picked, and many other fruits
were imported. These were sometimes kept fresh, left to
dry, put in eau-de-vie
or made into jam. They were
kept in earthenware pots or glass jars called
flacons.
Wild berries were strawberries, raspberries, nuts and
beechfruits. Plum trees, apple trees and grape vines had
been domesticated. Melon and pumpkin, both indigenous to
the area, were also eaten (Seguin 1967: 511 ff.).

Beverages
Beverages comprised non-alcoholic and alcoholic
beverages. Non-alcoholic beverages include water, milk,
juices, herbal teas, coffee, chocolate, tea, spruce beer
and a drink known as bouillon.
It seems that lemonade
was also common (Seguin 1967: 522 ff.). Herbal teas were
made with leaves of indigenous plants such as mint, lime
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blossom, wild tea and also from imported tea. This last
item was expensive and not everyone could afford to buy it.
Its cost was double the price of coffee in 1748 (Vermette
1977b: 90). Chocolate was more widely used, however, and
coffee was the most popular of the three. The settlers
made spruce beer but the bourgeoisie and the gentry refused
to drink it. Bouillon
is a drink made of a paste of
flour and water left to ferment in wooden barrels (Seguin,
op. c i t. ) .
Alcoholic beverages included local red currant and
dandelion wine, cider, beer, eau-de-vie}
wine and rum.
The upper classes preferred the imported beverages and
traditionally consumed, in order of importance, large
quantities of rum (60%), wine (37%), and
eau-de-vie
(3%), acording to the charts of importation from Louisbourg
(Appendices C, D) (Proulx 1972: 58-59). The upper classes
did not drink many of the other types of alcoholic
beverages.
There is a long list of vessels used for beverages but
I will mention only the most common. These were measuring
pots and barrels for storing the beverages. There were
also pails and water buckets, water jugs and pots, bottles,
pitchers, carafes, mugs, goblets, drinking glasses and
coffee, chocolate and tea services as well as a series of
kettles. Complete services for coffee, tea and chocolate
were expensive and often the inhabitants owned only a few
pieces.

The Daily Menu
The daily menu varied depending on the day of the
week, holidays, the seasons, and from region to region.
Little is actually known about the daily menu. Pehr Kalm,
on a visit to Canada in 1749, gave some indication of the
menus and utensils of the upper class in Quebec City and
Montreal. Following are relevant excerpts taken from the
revised text, translated and annoted by Rousseau and
Bethune (Kalm 1977: 197-99):
There are three meals in Canada: breakfast,
dinner and supper. Breakfast is varied. The men
often eat a piece of bread dipped in
eau-de-vie;
they sometimes drink a mouthful
of eau-de-vie
and then eat a piece of bread.
Hot chocolate is quite often served. The
majority, particularly the women, drink coffee
with milk at breakfast. Some people eat no
breakfast at all. Tea is practically never
served here; I have yet to see it served in
Canada. This is perhaps due to the fact that
coffee and chocolate are obtained from the French
colonies in South America, whereas tea is
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available only from China. The inhabitants see
no point in spending money outside the country
for an item they can easily do without. Coffee is
actually the most highly estimed product here.
Bread and butter is never eaten for breakfast,
which is usually served at 7 o'clock in the
morning, or sometime between 7 and 8. It should
be noted that most French in Canada normally get
up quite early. It is quite possible, for
example, to speak with the Governor General at 7
o'clock in the morning, and it is also at this
time that meetings are arranged with him when the
inhabitants have requests to make. The French
stay up until about 11 o'clock at night.
... Dinner is normally served at exactly noon.
Numerous dishes are served in the homes of the
well-to-do. When the lower classes have company,
they follow this example, otherwise they are
satisfied with only two or three dishes. The
bread is whole wheat, served in oblong loaves.
[...]
A meal always begins with soup in which
there is plenty of bread but not much meat. This
is followed by several kinds of meat, such as
boiled or roasted beef, different types of
poultry [lamb, (p. 145)] hash or roasts, fried,
etc. Various salads accompany the meal.
The most common beverage here is red wine,
either full strength or diluted with water. The
latter custom is most common. Spruce beer is
also consumed. Women drink plenty of water; they
also drink wine but only rarely. Each person has
his own glass and fills it as desired, since the
bottles remain on the table. Butter is rarely
served at the table, usually only in honor of a
guest. The butter is not very well salted; salt
must be taken on the one's plate to add to the
butter. Ordinary table salt is white and fine; I
have occasionally seen grey salt. Plates, forks
spoons and napkins are placed near each person.
[...]
In many areas, a knife is placed by the
plate, but there is often no knife at all and one
must often use his own [pocket knife]. Forks are
usually four-pronged and made of silver. Spoons
are silver; most plates are of Dutch porcelain
[probably tin-glazed earthenware].
After the most substantial dishes have been
eaten, the table is almost completely cleared and
many and varied sweets are served: French and
Canadian walnuts, almonds, raisins, hazelnuts,
various seasonal berries; preserved goods; cheese
and milk which are also included in the dessert
and eaten after the rest. The milk is normally
sweetened. Soup and other foods are never eaten
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from the serving dish; they are eaten from
individual plates. Twice a week on Friday and
Saturday, the inhabitants abstain from meat. On
these days it is absolutely impossible to obtain
meat. It is substituted by various vegetables
such as cooked cucumbers, beans, peas and cabbage
and other garden products. Fish is also served
on these days [as well as mammals living in water
such as beavers], and it is very rarely served
during the rest of the week, as are dishes made
from eggs such as soft-boiled eggs, scrambled
eggs, crepes, etc.
[...]
Milk and milk-based dishes are consumed in
quantity on Friday and Saturday; it is not taken
into consideration that fish, eggs and milk are
nevertheless related to animals.
Grace is not said before or after meals, but
a sign of the cross is made individually, each in
h iw own way .
Coffee is served without milk after dinner.
Supper, like the noon meal, is quite substantial.
For the most part, the same meals are served as
served at noon. Supper is usually served in the
evening at 7 o'clock in the evening or between 7
and 8 o'clock. Whole cucumbers are sometimes put
on the table, and are peeled, cut in long slices
are eaten with salt, as are radishes. Melon is
always eaten without sugar. Sugar is never added
to wine or to eau-de-vie.
Salts are always
put on the table, as well as peppers filled with
ground pepper.
In general, the menu of the upper class was varied.
Kalm also visited a religious community during one trip and
found that it too boasted a varied and sophisticated menu
(Kalm 1977: 242-44).
The lower class, however, has a less substantial menu.
A study of this aspect would go far beyond the scope of
this work, but the following excerpt from Kalm (1977: 331)
gives a general idea:
The lower classes must be satisfied with
dry bread, and water. Any other products they
may have, such as butter, cheese, meat, chicken,
eggs, etc, are sold in town so that the
inhabitants can earn a little money from
them... .
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CHAPTER IV

FUNCTIONS OF THE CERAMIC ASSEMBLAGE OF THE
ROMA SETTLEMENT

A quick overview of our awareness of the foodways of
the merchants and bourgeois of New France gives us a frame
of reference for measuring the importance and the presence
or absence of artifacts related to the conservation,
preparation, service and consumption of foods in the Roma
settlement. As a whole, and with the exception of brown
faience shapes, the ceramic forms from the Roma site cover
the various alimentary functions to be fulfilled, and this
archaeological ceramic assemblage can be easily compared
with the historic assemblage (Table 6) defined by studies
listed in the synthesis (Chapter III).
For a better understanding of the description of
alimentary categories and ceramic artifacts related to
them, I mention at the outset several major artifact groups
other than ceramics, which fulfill specialized functions.
Wooden containers such as barrels and casks play an
important role in the preservation of solid and liquid
foods. Glass containers are also important in conserving
liquids and certain specialized solid foods. Moreover,
household utensils made of metal and especially copper,
such as pans, water kettles, casseroles and cooking pots,
are the basis for preparing traditional hot foods. Finally,
numerous shapes of silver objects are related to the
service and the consumption of food, such as plates,
goblets, forks, spoons, etc. The archaeological remains of
these types of artifacts are not included in this study,
although I have already indicated that other documents
discuss their presence and roles.
I have already related the ceramic shapes found in the
Roma settlement to the alimentary activities which they
represent. These categories of objects are shown on large
tables which include four kinds of data. A table was drawn
up for each category of alimentary activity: preservation,
preparation, preparation-service-consumption, consumption
(Tables 8-12). These tables each contain two types of
data: the types of ceramics representing the category of
alimentary activity (coarse earthenware, stoneware, brown
faience, other tin-glazed earthenware, porcelain), and the
structure in which the categories are found (diagonally and
from top to bottom for each type: house, trash pit, cellar,
blacksmith's shop, structure no. 17, other structures).
Each table also includes the shapes that make up the
category of alimentary activity in question.

Table 6

PROJECTED ASSEMBLAGE FOR THE ROMA SETTLEMENT
SYNTHESIS OF FOOD-RELATED ARTIFACTS

ARTIFACTS
ABSENT FROM
THE CERAMIC OR
GLASS COLLECTIONS

COLD PREPARATION
Carafe
P e s t l e & Mortar
Skimmer & S t r a i n e r
Drai ner
C h e e s e Mould
Vinegar Container
Jug
D i s h o r Bowl
Utensils
HOT PREPARATION
Kettle
Saucepan & Dripping-pan
Cooking p o t
Casserole & Bassine
Cooking P o t s - T e r r i nes
Pates & Lapinieres
Hollow P l a t t e r
Hollow P l a t e
Daubiere & Tourtiere
Coffee Pot
Grill
Utensils

ARTIFACTS PRESENT
TIN-GLAZED EARTHENWARE
COARSE
EARTHENWARE

STONEWARE
BROWN FAIENCE

a

@
a

P
a
8?
a?
P

8

e
e
e

P

a
a
a

e

a: Artifact absent
8: Artifact should be present in these materials or other
p: Artifact present

P
P
P
P

OTHER

PORCELAIN

GLASS

Table 6

PROJECTED ASSEMBLAGE FOR THE ROMA SETTLEMENT
SYNTHESIS OF FOOD-RELATED ARTIFACTS ( c o n t i n u e d )

ARTIFACTS
ABSENT FROM
THE CERAMIC OR
GLASS COLLECTIONS
PRESERVING
Jug
Jar
Pot: a) milk, cream, butter,
cheese
b) fat
Pot or Jug: oil
Po t: Jam
Pot: Salt
Bottle
Flacon
Salting-Tub
Barrel
SERVICE
Cooking Pot-terrine
Pate
Platter: Flat
Platter: Hollow
Pi tcher
Coffee Pot - Tea Pot
Sugar Bowl
Cruet & Stand
Salt & Pepper Boxes or
Contai ners

ARTIFACTS PRESENT
TIN-GLAZED EARTHENWARE
COARSE
EARTHENWARE

STONEWARE
BROWN FAIENCE

OTHER

PORCELAIN

GLASS

a
P
P

P

P

P
P

P

P?
P

P
P
P

P?

e
P
P
P
P
P
a
P
a?
a

a: Artifact absent
8: Artifact should be present in these materials or other
p: Artifact present

P?

CO

Table 6

PROJECTED ASSEMBLAGE FOR THE ROMA SETTLEMENT
SYNTHESIS OF FOOD-RELATED ARTIFACTS

ARTIFACTS
ABSENT FROM
THE CERAMIC OR
GLASS COLLECTIONS
SERVICE (continued)
Di shes
Bowl
Mustard cup
Sauce Boat
Utensils
CONSUMPTION
Plate: Flat
Plate: Hollow
Dish & Bowl
Porri nger
Cup & Saucer
Mug
Goblet or Glass
Gourd
Egg Cup
Utensils

ARTIFACTS PRESENT
TIN-GLAZED EARTHENWARE
COARSE
EARTHENWARE

STONEWARE
BROWN FAIENCE

OTHER

P
P

PORCELAIN

GLASS

P
P
P

8
P
P
P
P
P
P

P

P

P
P

a
P
8

a: Artifact absent
8: Artifact should be present in these materials or other
p: Artifact present
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Table 7 combines the data and presents the findings by
number and percentage for each alimentary category and for
each structure (Table 7 ) .
Food preservation is represented by 15 large jars, 3
small jars and 4 ceramic bottles, accounting for 12.1 per
cent of the ceramic assemblage. Most of these objects are
made of coarse earthenware and stoneware and more than half
are found in the house, which indicates that foods were
preserved for long periods of time in the cellar and stored
for shorter periods of time in the house. In fact, no
ceramic object related to food preservation was found in
the cellar, where food must have been preserved in wooden
casks and glass containers. It was no doubt transferred to
stoneware and coarse earthenware containers kept in the
house within easy reach. This method seems to have been
continued, since it is found in the Lake Saint-Jean area at
the beginning of the 20th century (Eulalie Pelletier, pers.
comm., March 1979).
Objects used for the preparation of hot and cold food
include 21 common kitchen bowls of various sizes, 5 common
dishes (jattes)j
one cooking pot and one strainer,
accounting for 15.4 per cent of the ceramic assemblage.
These shapes are equally divided between the house and the
trash pit. In fact, the ceramic assemblage is not highly
representative of the preparation of traditional hot foods
which, as already mentioned, is done mainly in metal
containers such as coquemavt
and water kettles, pans,
dripping pans, casseroles and bassins, daubiere
and
tourtieve.
Also missing for the preparation of cold
foods are mortar and pestle, skimmers and colanders, cheese
moulds and vinegar containers. These shapes should be
represented by objects made of ceramic or other material.
There are also few jugs and pots used for the preservation
and preparation of food in the Roma settlement (two
objects). Stoneware pitchers are probably used for this
purpose as well as for service.
Brown faience ceramic objects are used for the
preparation, service and consumption of hot foods, as
indicated in Part I. Neither previous documents nor studies
made on the foodways of New France mention the particular
functions of the shapes represented. In fact, the Roma
settlement contains a limited number of brown faience
shapes: 3 hollow platters, 3 hollow plates, 2 other plates
or platters, 1 cup, 4 pdtis
and 2 lids and 11 cooking
pots-terrines
^ for a total of 32 objects, i.e. 17.6 per
cent of the ceramic assemblage. These brown faience shapes
are, in the Roma site, specific to this type of ceramic and
are not found among the other types, with the exception of
the straight-sided cup and the hollow plate. Hollow
platters, cooking pots-terrines}
pdtis
and
lapinieves
are therefore specialized forms which, in
the Roma settlement, fulfill supplementary functions in the
alimentary system which has been previously recognized for
the merchants of New France. It is believed that they are
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THE ROMA SETTLEMENT
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THE ROMA SETTLEMENT
Ceramic Objects Related to Food
Preserving
large-size jar

small-size jar

8

bottle

sub-total

1

9

2
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2

COARSE
15
EARTHENWARE

1

1

1

1
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n
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THE ROMA SETTLEMENT
Ceramic O b j e c t s R e l a t e d t o Food
Preparation
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THE ROMA SETTLEMENT
Ceramic Objects R e l a t e d t o Food
Preparation-Service-Ccnsumption
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THE RCMA SETTLEMENT
Ceramic Objects Related t o Food
Service
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THE RCMZV SETTLEMENT
Ceramic O b j e c t s Related t o Food
Consumption
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indicative of Roma's acceptance of the new cuisine. The
distribution of the brown faience shapes in the site also
gives some indication of their use. Only the pdtS3 the
tapiniere
and the cooking pots-tewines
are found
in the house, accounting for 25 per cent of the brown
faience. However, 18 brown faience objects are found in the
trash pit, i.e. 56.3 per cent, and traces of fire on some
of these objects indicate that they have been used close to
a source of heat, where they were undoubtedly broken.
Platters and plates originally from the house are found in
the trash pit, as indicated by mends on sherds originating
from these two structures. This is also the case for white
faience platters. Silver platters and plates may have
replaced these faience platters and plates.
The alimentary category related to service includes
two platters, four pitchers, two sauce boats, two sugar
bowls and three lids, one mustard cup and six other lids,
accounting for 11 per cent of the ceramic assemblage.
Tin-glazed earthenwares are most numerous, followed by
porcelain. Only two stoneware objects are found. All the
aforementioned shapes are found in the house except the
platters as indicated above.
Eighty objects, or 44 per cent of the ceramic
assemblage, are related to food consumption and thus make
up the largest category. Among these objects are: 25 flat
plates, 1 deep plate, 1 small plate, 20 small and
middle-sized refined bowls, 2 egg cups, 8 straight-sided
cups, 4 globular cups and 18 saucers. Porcelain takes the
place of tin-glazed earthenware in this category. The
functions represented by each type are different, however,
and the distinction must be made between flat and hollow
shapes. Tin-glazed earthenware accounts for almost all the
flat shapes used mainly in the consumption of dry food,
whereas porcelain accounts for most of the hollow shapes
used for consuming liquids, probably coffee, chocolate and
tea (Table 13). Brown faience, which makes up a special
category, "preparation-service-consumption," is not
included here.
All these shapes are found in the house (33.7%),
sometimes in limited quantity. The cellar contains 18.7
per cent of shapes related to consumption, all identical to
shapes found in other structures. Traces of wear are
present on some of these pieces, but not on others. In
fact, the alimentary functions ordinarily related to these
pieces would not account for their presence in the cellar.
The presence of these 15 tin-glazed earthenware and
porcelain pieces in this structure suggests that the cellar
is used for storing extra valued pieces not needed in the
house.
The reader has no doubt noticed that in the
progression of alimentary activities from preserving to
consumption, the quantity of tin-glazed earthenware and
porcelain shapes increases with proximity to the head of
the household. A quick glance at Tables 8-12 verifies this

Table 13

THE ROMA SETTLEMENT CERAMIC ARTIFACTS RELATED TO
THE CONSUMPTION OF FOOD
COARSE
EARTHENWARE

FLAT WARE:

-

Plates
Small P l a t e s
TOTAL

HOLLOW WARE:

Plate
Porringer
Medium-sized Refined bowls
S m a l l - s i z e d Refined bowls
Egg c u p s
S t r a i g h t - s i d e d cups
Globular cups
Saucers*

-

TIN-GLAZED EARTHENWARE
BROWN
OTHER
FAIENCE **
(2)***

-

TOTAL
PORCELAIN

25
25

(3)

1

(1)

1
1
2
1

1

25
1

1

26

18

1
1
2
18
2
8
4
18

43

54

1

3
TOTAL

*

-

STONEWARE

4

1
17
7

1
1

-

6

Belong to cups as l i d s to p o t s ; see Part One.

** Included under a special category: "preparation-service-consumption".
***Plates or platters.
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trend. It would also be noted that, for the house, the
percentage of objects related to consumption accounted for
36.5 per cent of the ceramic sub-assemblage of the house,
which is double that of the next category, i.e. service.
The abundance of shapes related to consumption is no doubt
related to the status enjoyed by Jean-Pierre Roma in the
community of Trois-Rivieres and proves that this category
fulfills a sociotechnic function.
From this picture I would suggest that table objects
from the archaeological contexts of New France therefore
represent sociotechnic functions, as Deetz (1973) and
Deagan (1974), respectively, demonstrated for the cultural
contexts of New England and Florida.
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CHAPTER V

JEAN-PIERRE ROMA'S STANDARD OF LIVING

Historical documents on the Roma settlement provide
some information about Jean-Pierre Roma's social status.
He was the head of a small community known as
Trois-Rivieres. Unfortunately, archaeological excavations
carried out on this site did not yield enough information
to allow us to identify the ceramic assemblages belonging
to Roma's subalterns and to compare them with Roma's
personal ceramic assemblage. The blacksmith's shop was
positively identified, but so little of the structure was
excavated and so few artifacts were found that the data
gathered at this location cannot be used.
Although it is not possible to study Roma's social
status in the community of Trois-Rivieres on the basis of
archaeological data available at the present time, his
standard of living may be studied in more detail. The
artifact assemblage of a site may be considered an
indication of the investments and expenditures a landowner
is willing to make to equip his home and outbuildings.
Thus, an artifact assemblage should be representative of
the standard of living of the person responsible for
acquiring it. Moreover, Roma's standard of living may be
compared with trading and fishing sites in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence which had a similar history and economic and
social development. A brief comparison of the ceramic
assemblage of the Roma settlement with that of a fishing
site in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, namely Penouille in the
Gaspe Bay, shows that Roma's standard of living was higher
than that of the Penouille fishermen. The differences
between the types and shapes of ceramics found in Penouille
have already been discussed (Chapters II and IV of Part
II). I will now measure this standard of living by
attempting to place it on an economic scale. The Roma
settlement was under the jurisdiction of Louisbourg, and I
will compare Jean-Pierre Roma's standard of living as
revealed in archaeological data with the standards of
living revealed in deed inventories from Louisbourg.

Deed Inventories from Louisbourg
During the last few years, archivists at Louisbourg
have been working on the transcriptions of documents
dealing with the history of this fortified city. At the
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time this study was begun, about 100 deed inventories had
been transcribed and were available for use.
In 1972 Blaine Adams had studied 17 inventories which
dealt mainly with the buildings to be reconstructed for the
Interpretation Program of the Fortress of Louisbourg
National Historic Park (Appendix F ) . In Adams' report, the
data are given by category of objects and by category of
occupations (officials, merchants, craftsmen, fishermen)
(Adams 1972) .
Adams mentions some of the problems encountered in
studying the Louisbourg inventories. Objects of little
value are not inventoried. Inventory lists do not always
correspond to lists from the auction sales often held after
the death of an inhabitant. Other researchers (Dunn 1977;
Lavallee 1974; Vermette n.d.) studied problems such as the
various laws and customs regulating wills and inheritance,
and the main reasons for drawing up the inventories in New
France. A discussion of their essays would be rather
lengthy; let us simply point out that the inventories were
often used for dissolving the co-ownership of the community
of goods, i.e. dividing the deceased's estate among his
family. Therefore only property belonging to the deceased
and to the community is inventoried.
Adams (1972) and the Louisbourg historians (K. Donovan
1978, pers. com.; Morgan and MacLean 1974; and others)
recognized the difficulty of carrying out studies on
occupational groups and social classes. It seems that in
Louisbourg individuals were highly mobile, moving from one
occupational group to another and even from one social
class to another (Morgan et al. 1974). Therefore the
profession and title given on an inventory should not be
considered permanent. For this reason, Adams and I use
such information for reference only.
I wanted to double the number of inventories in Adams'
study by classifying and analysing another 16 inventories.
Although this is a small sample, the results will
demonstrate certain trends and the direction to be followed
in using other documents. These data must be seen as
descriptive rather than quantitative (Bernassard and Goy
1975; Lavallee 1974). The people whose estates were
inventoried were of different occupations:
nSgociant-bourgeois
> dealer, merchant, inn and
cabaret
keeper, captain of ship, craftsman, master
shoreman, fisherman, worker. These inventories are dated
from 1733 to 1758 (Table 14; Appendices E, F ) .

Scale of Standard of Living
These 16 inventories were not classified by occupational
groups but according to the total value of the inventoried
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furnishing goods so that a relative standard of living
could be determined. Each total represents the furnishings
both accumulated by the members of each household and
inventoried for legal purposes. The following items were
not considered furnishings and were not included: land and
buildings, money, slaves and outstanding debts. Thus the
elements included in the standard of living scale greatly
correspond to the elements making up the archaeological
assemblages, with the exception of furniture and foodstuffs
which are included in the inventories and only partially in
the archaeological assemblages.
The total of the furnishing varies from 5099 livres
{I) to 671.
The total value of these inventories
can be appreciated by remembering that 600Z- was a high
salary during the second quarter of the 18th century (Nish
1968: 44). Inflation in the following decade prevents
forming even an approximate idea of the situation between
1750 and 1760, since prices rose and salaries seemed to
remain stable (Vermette 1977b; Proulx 1977: 97-101). For
purposes of our discussion, these inventories were
arbitrarily divided into four groups A (0-500Z-),
B (501-1000Z), C (1001-3000Z), D (300U and
over) (Table 14). An analysis of the data revealed that
the accumulation of furnishings equivalent to double the
annual salary of 6001 placed those inventoried on an
enviable level on the standard of living scale. It is
noteworthy that the officials and clerks working on
inventories seemed to know the general types of ceramics
they evaluated very well. The terms porcelain, faience,
stoneware ad earthenware were used with epithets giving
information on the colour of the glaze and the decoration.
Although few specialized terms were used, undoubtedly
indicating that less well-known ceramics were placed under
the aforementioned types, it seems that most of the data
was entered under the same broad types as are used today.
Problems of interpretation are thus less serious than
those Brown encountered for the Plymouth colony in New
England (Brown 1973a).
A classification of data according to the shape, type
and material of objects related to foodways gives the
following results (Appendices G-S). Adams data, classified
differently, are used for comparison and for verification
of our findings.
Silver pieces, by far the most valuable of the objects
classified, are found in significant quantities in groups A
and B only, but most particularly in group A, which
includes sets of silver pieces such as table settings
including at least one plate, one spoon and one fork each.
In fact, only the silver goblet is found outside these
groups: one in the Vallee inventory and one in the Laronde
inventory. For the entire period studied, silver pieces
are listed by weight: a marc (8 o z ) , worth 48£.
Money was in the form of silver and many people preferred
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Table 14

DEED INVENTORIES FROM LOUTSBOURG
FOUR GROUPS
INVENTORY

VALUE

DATE

(livres)
Group A:

Castaing
Tesson
Delort
Daccarette

5099
4569
3917
3306

1756
1741
1753
1745

Group B:

Laurent
Lachaume
Lacroix

2053
1394
1350

1758
1735
1733

Group C:

Vallee
Laronde
Bergerac
Barbande
Rimbeau

965
849
704
650
524

1756
1750
1756
1753
1733

Group D:

Nadeau
Mend ibournes
Ruel
Darroguy

350
96
67
9

9

1734
1734
1757

For occupations and references see Appendix E.
to have their silver melted down and made into tableware
and ornaments. In this way they could exhibit it and in
doing so keep close track of their money. From the data, it
may be deduced that a table setting is worth about 48 7;
the plate accounts for at least half of that value and
weight. The remaining 4 oz are made up of the spoon, fork
and possibly other articles used with a series of several
settings such as a serving platter, sugar bowl, salt and
goblet, among others. Finally the percentage of table
silver among the entire furnishings varies between 6.1 per
cent and 17.8 per cent in groups A and B. These are very
high. In group C, silver pieces account for less than 2
per cent (if the goblet is estimated at approximately
207, as in the Daccarette inventory).
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Porcelain is divided into two categories: gilded
porcelain and blue painted porcelain. Only the richest
inhabitants owned gilded porcelain. Twelve gilded
porcelain plates and 10 blue porcelain plates are valued at
a total of 18Z. Among the inventories analysed by
Adams, only Governor Duquesnel, whose inventory was more
than four times more valuable than the next richest person,
owned gilded porcelain. Two "tea" services, each
comprising "12 cups, bowls, sugar bowl and tea pot" are
worth 35Z and 40Z. Duquesnel also owned 72 gilded
porcelain plates whose value is not given. This type of
ceramics is characteristic in the inventories of those
having a high standard of living.
Blue porcelain pieces are found in group A only and
are thus characteristic of a high standard of living.
Plates are the most common form, valued at between
0.41Z and 0.67Z. Cups are worth almost 11
each. Little mention is made of the saucers. A tray may
be worth 25I. Bowls are uncommon (10 sols
[s]
each) as are dishes (31 each), fruit dishes and
platters.
Tin-glazed earthenware (faience) related to foodways
is found in significant quantity in all but group D. Group
A owns 60 per cent of the pieces, group B 13 per cent,
group C 26.4 per cent and the richest member of Group D
owns a single object (0.3%). In fact, 19.4 per cent of the
objects are owned by the richest member of group C, Vallee,
who is therefore closer to group B. If Vallee were placed
in group B, the percentage would decrease progressively
from group A to group D: 60.3 per cent, 32.4 per cent, 7
per cent, 0.3 per cent. Classifying the objects by shape
helps to explain this. Bowls and salad bowls are uncommon
(nine objects) but most are found in group A. (A large
bowl is worth about 15s). Platters are found in group
A (23 objects) and in Vallee's inventory (16 platters) (1
platter is worth 5s). Plates (248 objects) are found
in the first three groups in percentages similar to those
given above for this type of ceramics: 67.7 per cent, 28.2
per cent, 4 per cent and 0 per cent (a plate is worth
5s). Faience cups and saucers are few in number. Vallee
owns six cups and saucers, and Mendibournes, in group D,
owns one cup. Faience goblets and porringers are found in
group B and C, salts and cruets in group C only. Brown
faience pieces are not mentioned except in one of Adams'
inventories: that of Governor Duquesnel who owns a brown
faience teapot and two porringers (Adams 1972: 103). In
fact, "tea" pot and "tea" services of any type are
restricted to group A.
Pewter artifacts are often worth more than faience
artifacts. However, a large number of pewter objects,
probably of low quality, are found in group D. In this
last group, people preferred to invest their money in
pewter, a solid material, lasting for a longer period than
faience. Platters (64 objects) are found in the four
groups from A to D: 64.1 per cent, 23.4 per cent, 9.4 per
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cent, 3.1 per cent. Plates (214) are distributed as
follows: 40.7 per cent, 46.7 per cent, 7.5 per cent, 5.1
per cent (a good pewter plate is worth 11).
Other
forms are uncommon and are found in group B (2 salad bowls,
2 salts, 1 soup tureen) and in group D (1 porringer and 1
salt).
Food-related earthenware objects are found in all the
groups. Platters are distributed as follows: 12, 5, 104
(of which 63 are in Bergerac's attic), 18. Plates are
distributed as follows: 0, 3, 23, 12. Group C thus has the
largest quantities of these two forms. The distribution of
the other forms reveals little, except an earthenware "tea"
service (eight cups and saucers, a milk pot and a sugar
bowl) owned by Castaing in group A, and porringers owned by
Barbande and Nadeau in groups C and D. With rare
exceptions, as with the three stoneware cups owned by
Bergerac, stoneware objects are not mentioned as such. They
may be listed under "earthenware." Few vessels for
preserving are mentioned in the inventories, no doubt
because the vessels are worth relatively little compared to
the value of the products they contain. Common bowls and
common dishes are not mentioned. They may be listed under
"earthenware dishes" (plats de
terre).
The major glass objects used at table are goblets or
glasses. They are found in the four groups, from A to
D: 384 (366 belonging to Castaing), 21 (all belonging to
Laurent), 53, 169 (all belonging to Nadeau). Their value
varies from 2.3s to 11.3s each. In one case, six
small glass buckets (seeillots)
accompany six small
vers de fougere} a special type of stemware glass
(group A: Castaing). Rimbeau (group C) owns two white
glasses. Glass containers, which include bottles and
flaaonSj
are found in each group and are distributed
from A to D as follows: 74.7 per cent, 11.1 per cent, 12.6
per cent, 1.5 per cent.
Thus the food-related artifacts analysed reveal
well-defined standards of living.

The Standard of Living of Jean-Pierre Roma
If the types and forms of ceramics found during the
archaeological excavations of the Roma settlement are
compared to these standards of living as defined by deed
inventories from Louisbourg, it is seen that Roma's
domestic and table equipment as found in the house and
cellar (therefore used or useable) is equal to the
Louisbourg group with the highest standard of living, with
gilded porcelain pieces (2 sugar bowls with lids), white
and blue porcelain (1 small plate, 10 small bowls, 1
medium-sized bowl, 4 cups, 14 saucers which make up at
least two different "tea" services), tin-glazed
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earthenwares (1 medium-sized bowl, 5 plates, 2 pitchers, 1
mustard cup, as well as brown faience which includes 1
platter, 2 plates, 1 cup, 3 cooking pots-r-errines and
at least one pdtS-lapini&re)j
coarse earthenware (7
bowls, 4 dishes, 1 cooking pot), wheel-engraved glass
goblets (9 objects) and glass containers (7 flaoons
and
102 bottles).
Although a limited number of inventories were used in
drawing up the standard of living scale, an analysis of the
data indicates the existence of a general pattern, which
further analysis of other inventories would verify.
However, the data analysed show that there is segregation
between various artifacts related to foodways. This
segregation is seen either in the type of object or the
material of the object, and/or in the shape of the object.
Therefore, standards of living cannot be determined on the
basis of objects or types of objects only, but must be
determined on the basis of the assemblages. Thus it is
possible to propose a standard of living scale for an
assemblage taken from an archaeological site, in this case
the Roma settlement, by comparing it with assemblages
listed in deed inventories.
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Figure 12. Coarse earthenware vessels from the Roma
settlement: A, Staffordshire slip-decorated cup; B,
globular cup; C and F, bottle necks; D, hollow dish or
jatte;
E, porringer; G, bowl. Scale: 3 cm.
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Figure 13. Coarse earthenware vessels from the Roma
settlement: A, cooking pot; B, jar (projected height from
a Louisbourg example); C, drainer. Two large jar shapes
are not illustrated. Scale: 3 cm.
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Figure 14. Stoneware vessels from the Roma settlement: A,
globular cup; B, small jar rim; C, small pot base; D, large
jar base; E, bottle base. A pitcher shape and a large
Chinese "ginger jar" are not illustrated. Scale: 3 cm.
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Figure 15. Brown faience shapes from the Roma settlement
A, lid; B, hollow plate; C, hollow platter. Scale: 3 cm.
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Figure 16. Brown faience p&tis
settlement. Scale: 3 cm.

and lid from the Roma
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Figure 17. Tin-glazed earthenware shapes from the Roma
settlement: A, egg-cup foot; B, cup handle; C, platter rim;
D, mustard cup (projected height); E, pitcher; F-I, plates.
Scale: 3 cm.
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Figure 18. Porcelain shapes from the Roma settlement: A
and B, sugar bowl and lid; C and D, H and I, associated
handleless cups. Scale: 3 cm.
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Figure 19. French coarse earthenware jar from the Roma
settlement. Scale: 10 cm/ 4 in.
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Figure 20. Chinese stoneware "ginger jar" from the Roma
settlement. Scale: 30 cm/ 12 in.
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Figure 21. French stoneware pitcher from the Roma
settlement. Scale: 10 cm.
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Figure 22. Blue decorated tin-glazed earthenware plate
from the Roma settlement, possibly originating in northern
France. Scale: 5 cm.
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Figure 23. Blue decorated tin-glazed earthenware plate
from the Roma settlement. Kavaart type originating in
Holland. Scale: 5 cm.
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Figure 24. French tin-glazed earthenware plate from the
Roma settlement, decorated in blue and red. Scale: 15 cm/
6 in.
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Figure 25. French tin-glazed earthenware vessels from the
Roma settlement. Top vow: undecorated pharmaceutical
pot, blue decorated egg-cup foot; middle
vow and
bottom
left:
blue decorated sauce boat; bottom
vow,
vight:
blue decorated platter. Scale: 5 cm.
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Figure 26. Chinese porcelain cups and saucers from the
Roma settlement. Scale 10 cm.
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Figure 27. Chinese porcelain cups and saucer from the Roma
settlement. Scale: 10 cm.
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Figure 28. Chinese porcelain sugar bowl and lid from the
Roma settlement.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION
This archaeological study of the food customs of New
France is based on two case studies through which I
illustrated a method of analysing and interpreting archival
data and artifacts related to foodways. I included all
aspects of the anthropological concept of foodways, as
defined by Anderson (1971), in the explanation of the facts
observed and in the determination of cultural processes, as
put forth by Binford (1962), Watson et al. (1971) and South
(1977a), to name but a few.
Because this report was meant to provide the means for
developing a method of research and for drawing up a theory
on the role of ceramics in our understanding of the
foodways of New France, two types of existing research were
used. The first type was done by archaeologists who
studied foodways in order to analyse ceramic assemblages.
These authors worked on communities in New England (Deetz
1973, 1977), Georgia (Otto 1975, 1977) and Florida (Deagan
1973, 1974). They demonstrated that ceramic objects could
serve both to help to understand the foodways of the
communities studied and to determine socio-economic status
within these communities.
The second type of research was done by archaeologists
working in New France. They were mainly concerned with
aspects other than foodways, but they did explain certain
data on the basis of status. Stone worked on the
Michilimackinac assemblage (Stone 1974) and Brown worked on
Fort St. Pierre on the Yazoo River in Mississippi (Brown
1979).
These two types of research enabled me to pinpoint
problems relevant to this report. The subject could be
approached in two ways: firstly, as a specialized study on
a ceramic type having a vast geographical diffusion but a
limited "social" distribution; secondly, as a study of a
ceramic assemblage found in a single site, therefore
subject to regional and perhaps even idiosyncratic
interpretations, but, nevertheless, providing the means for
an in-depth study of a community. Therefore, I have chosen
to use two case studies.
The first case study deals with brown faience. On the
basis of this study, a distinction was made between the
traditional French cuisine of the Middle Ages and the new
cuisine characteristic of the bourgeoisie, the clergy and
nobility. It was demonstrated that brown faience is a
ceramic type adapted to new alimentary trends followed by
the well-to-do at the beginning of the 18th century, and
that it is indicative of the social status of those using
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it. Brown faience served various functions. Technomic
functions were fulfilled by its use in preparing, serving
and consuming food and hot beverages. In fulfillment of
sociotechnic functions, brown faience was used for cooking
the new refined dishes. As well, certain shapes were used
as vessels for individual consumption (the porringer) or
for specific social or religious events (patis
and
lapinieres).
Political ideotechnic functions are seen
in the fleurs-de-lis decorations on certain objects such as
lapinieres3 patis
and lids. Through the study of the
respective shapes of the brown faience found in various
archaeological sites of New France and by categorizing
those shapes according to the types of foods to which they
are related, these forms can be related to a specific
site: urban site, rural site, trading post, military fort.
It became clear that the new, varied cuisine was found in
urban sites only, whereas military and trading posts
observed a certain degree of repetition in their food
customs. The function of the brown faience from the Roma
site, a rural and merchant's site were indicative of the
passage from the ancient to the new cuisine. They also
indicate that the head of the household was very conscious
of the need to economize. Thus brown faience proved to be
an excellent choice for illustrating the relationship
between a type of artifact and foodways. It is believed
that such studies could well be replicated with other types
of artifacts.
Putting the emergence of the new cuisine back in the
European context in which it came about, it can be stated
that this cultural process reflects the attitudes of the
bourgeoisie and aristocracy of 18th-century France.
Previous to and during the 18th century, a new
awareness was being cultivated in all aspects of French
life, as in the area of jurisprudence for example (Mandrou
1968). Under the influence of the liberalism of the
thinkers prominent in the French salons, an innovative
intellectual attitude was created and a new mental outlook
developed. Intellectual curiosity flourished, technical
and scientific information was sought after, and a distinct
liking for the concept of reason grew increasingly strong.
This change accentuated existing social differences since
it was mainly the bourgeois and aristrocrats who enjoyed
the results of this transformation.
Medieval practices and customs were gradually
eliminated to leave room for the more profound thinking of
the Age of Enlightenment. The concept of individuality and
the idea of individual rights were enthusiastically
accepted, and customs aimed at respect for the idea of
individuality were made part of daily life. As a result of
the general trend towards a return to nature, the source of
life, people tried to incorporate this ideal into their
daily lives. Thus the new cuisine, in which foods were
prepared individually to bring out the exquisite flavour of
each type, was introduced. Table manners and serving
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utensils also exemplified this new trend. Food customs
slowly evolved towards simplification and diversity. In
fact, this evolution translates well, in George Duby's
words, the mental attitudes of 18th-century France (Duby
1961) .
In the context of New France, the introduction of this
new alimentary pattern depended on the level of certain
social groups: the merchants, bourgeois, nobility and
religious communities. However, it was certainly necessary
to adapt to the new geographical and cultural environment
and the influence brought about by contact with aborigines
must have been significant (Galarneau and Lavoie 1966;
Steward 1955). The new cuisine takes form in a different
cultural ecological synthesis. It is difficult to judge
how quickly the French in Canada accepted the new cuisine.
However, since standards of living seemed to be higher than
in France and the people seemed more willing to accept
change than those in France, it may be said that the new
cuisine was welcomed more quickly in New France, even
though it was only accessible to the upper classes.
The second case study deals with the analysis and
interpretation of an artifact assemblage comprised mainly
of ceramic objects, found during excavation of various
structures from Jean-Pierre Roma's fishing settlement
(1732-45). Through this study, I discovered the types of
information written documents and artifacts could convey
about the traditional food customs and the new cuisine
practiced in New France. I found that previous research on
foodways dealt mainly with traditional food customs but
that archaeology makes it possible to identify certain
aspects of both the traditional and the new alimentation.
Thus, the observations made on the brown faience found in
this site open up many areas of possible research on the
foodways of New France by demonstrating the importance of
the new French cuisine in this colony. This study also
permitted us to distinguish the various food-related
functions fulfilled by the other types of ceramics found in
the different structures on the site. Thus, I was able to
explain that the food-related category "consumption"
includes objects made of tin-glazed earthenware and
porcelain only, because of the sociotechnic function this
category fulfills. Finally, it was possible to introduce
the concept of standard of living in the interpretation of
archaeological data. Jean-Pierre Roma's standard of living
was determined by comparing a standard of living scale
drawn up from deed inventories for the inhabitants of
Louisbourg, with the ceramic assemblage excavated in the
Roma settlement. It was concluded that Jean-Pierre Roma's
standard of living was probably comparable to that of the
richest group as defined in this study for Louisbourg, the
chief town on which the Roma settlement was dependent. I
believe that the case of the merchant Roma may be
representative of the coastal seigneurs who occupied the
banks of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, such as Revol in the
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Gaspe Bay. I hope that this archaeological study will
serve as a basis of comparison for further studies
comparing standards of living from archaeological sites and
that further development of the method set forth here will
permit to better explain these cultural processes.
Moreover, it would be interesting to be able to
compare the results of a study on foodways, such as this
one which was based on artifacts, with osteological data
gathered from remains found in domestic trash pits.
Cumbaa's work (1975, 1976a, b) on bones gathered in
archaeological contexts from Louisbourg and St. Augustine
(Florida) shows that this type of work promises to throw
light on certain aspects of foodways, such as the types of
food consumed, social aspects implied by the cuts of food
used, and methods of preparation. Using written documents,
Cumbaa also demonstrated that these aspects vary from one
social class to another. The daily ration of the
Louisbourg soldier was made up of 1 1/4 lb of flour, 4 oz
of vegetables, 4 oz of salt pork and 1/2 oz of butter,
supplemented by fish, mainly cod, and sometimes also by
game (Cumbaa 1976b: 3 ) . On the other hand, archaeological
faunal remains found in five middle-class or bourgeois
households reveal different food customs. As evidenced in
the faunal remains found on site, these merchants ate much
less cod than vertebrate animals (Cumbaa 1976b: 3 ) :
. . . cod appeared to be a minority item in the
homes investigated, while the main vertebrate
diet of the merchant class appears to have been
beef, mutton, and pork supplemented by domestic
and wild birds, fish, hares, and other wild
mammals.
This distinction between classes is less evident in
the cooking techniques implied by bones found at
Louisbourg. In fact, it seems that "the soldiers at least
almost invariably boiled and rarely fried their foods"
(Cumbaa 1976a: 35). The aforementioned merchants also
boiled fish and meat and included these in soups and stews.
Cumbaa believes that few foods were roasted since very few
bones bear traces of roasting. In fact, other cooking
techniques not considered by Cumbaa v/ere probably used by
the middle class: cooking over indirect heat, braising and
cooking by reflected heat (Part II, Chapter III). The meat
was probably boned for such uses. The bones were probably
subsequently boiled to extract the marrow and the fat.
This procedure would explain the presence of numerous
mammal bones fragmented during the extraction process
mentioned by Cumbaa.
In a different cultural context, that of
St. Augustine, Cumbaa clearly demonstrated that
osteo-archaeology informs about the differences in the
foodways of a lower class family, a mestizo
household
and of a middle-class family. It was hypothesized that
expensive products such as beef and pork would be
identified by the faunal remains of the middle-class family
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whereas game, fish and berry products would be found in
greater quantity in the foodways of the
mestizo
household. Such was not the case. Food sources appeared to
be the same. However, only in the middle-class household
were the products varied and of good quality (Cumbaa
1976b:2):
...there was a much higher incidence of lower
rib and lower limb bones at the
mestizo
house, whereas more costly cuts were indicated by
a higher percentage of upper limb bones at the
house with the greatest variety and quality of
material culture items.
Furthermore, wild animals, birds and fish were
represented in the more well-to-do household by deer,
domestic birds and large estuary fish, whereas in the
mestizo
household they were represented by small
mammals, shore birds and river and small estuary fish. In
the first case these products were bought by experts. In
the second case each bought his own.
Osteoarchaeological studies open up many exciting
avenues of research which must be explored more often in
the future in conjunction with research on artifact
assemblages, as performed by Deagan (1974) and Otto (1975).
Finally, archaeological research in New France would
greatly benefit from being carried out simultaneously with
research on the oral tradition and on the total ethnography
of the people who succeeded those whose remains were found
during archaeological excavations. Brown (1973b) has
already called for more research in this regard, giving the
example of multidisciplinary research in New England. The
archaeological and historical research divisions of Parks
Canada (Quebec region) are thus working on a
multidisciplinary project to interpret historical,
ethnographic and archaeological data on Les Forges du
Saint-Maurice. The synthesis and explanation of the data
will most certainly contribute to the development of
archaeological science.
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APPENDIX A

Three Plates with Description of Figures Extracted
from the Fncyclopedie3
Recueil
de
planches...:
"Fayancerie"
(1765)
Planche I (opposite page)
Figures: 1. Pot a l'eau simple tres connu par son
usage.
2. Pot a l'eau orne de son couvercle A.
3. Broc.
4. Une caffetiere brune propre a faire
chauffer toutes sortes de liqueurs.
5. Un marabout brun destine aux memes usages.
6. Un coquemart brun employe aussi aux memes
usages.
7. Une theyere a 1'usage des cabarets (nom
que l'on donne a un plateau garni d'un
certain nombre de tasses a caffe), faite
ordinairement pour contenir le caffe.
8.
9.
10.
11.
13.
14.

Un biberon pour la commodite des malades,
fait pour contenir les breuvages qu'on
veut leur faire prendre.
Un pot a oille destine aux memes usages
que la precedente.
Un pot a tabac garni de son couvercle A.
& 12. Des pots a confitures.
Un pot a rouge.
& 15. Des pots a pommades.
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Planche II (opposite page)
Figures: 16. Un jegneux.
17. Un grand pot servant a divers usages.
18. Un pot de garde-robe, dit pot-de-chambre,
de forme ronde.
19. Un pot de garde-robe de forme ovale.
20. Un seau sans anse.
21. Un seau a deux anses.
22. Un seau a deux anses en forme de vase.
23. Une ecritoire a l'usage des bureaux,
espece de pot dans lequel on met un cornet
& une eponge.
24. Un pot dit a jasmim, fait pour contenir
des arbustes.
25. Une tasse a caffe avec anse en A garnie de
sa soucoupe B.
26. Une tasse a caffe sans anse A, garnie de
sa soucoupe B.
27. Un sucrier garni de son couvercle A a
l'usage des cabarets, fait pour contenir
du sucre en petits morceaux.
28. Un autre sucrier fait pour contenir du
sucre en poudre.
29. Un moutardier a l'usage des tables, garni
de son couvercle a charniere A & de sa
cueillere B.
30. Un saliere ou poivriere a l'usage des
tables, fait pour contenir l'un & l'autre.
31. Un huilier a l'usage des tables, compose
d'un porte-huilier A, & deux petites
caraffes BB, dont 1'une contient l'huile &
l'autre le vinaigre.
32. Une sauciere a l'usage des tables.
33. Un potager avec anse, garni de son
couvercle A.
34. Un poelon garni de sa queue A.
35. Un plat dit bassin-a-barbe, a l'usage des
perruquiers & de tous ceux qui rasent,
echancre en A.
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Planche III (opposite page)
Figures: 36. Une assiette simple & blanche.
37. Une assiete a cordon.
38. Une assiete guillochee.
39. Un plat rond festonne.
40. Un plat rond guilloche.
41. Un plat quarre guilloche.
42. Un plat quarre simple.
43. Un plat ovale guilloche.
44. Un plat ovale simple.
45. Une jatte guillochee.
46. Une jatte simple.
47. Un saladier festonne.
48. Un saladier, tel qu'on s'en sert dans les
cabarets.
49. Une ecuelle garni de ses oreilles A A.
50. Une soupiere garni de ses deux anses A A.
51. Un pate fait pour cuire des pates, garni
de ses deux anses A A, & de son couvercle
B B.
52. Une soupiere fine garnie de ses deux anses
A A, de son couvercle B & de la soucoupe
C.
53. Une soupiere en forme de chou,
dont le dessus A sert de couvercle, garni
de sa soucoupe B.
54. Une soupiere representant une poule, un
coq, ou un animal dont le dessus A sert de
couvercle, garni de sa soucoupe B.
55. Un plat de hors-d'oeuvre a l'usage des
tables, garni interieurement de racines ou
autres choses semblables artificielles,
parmi lesquelles on en mele de naturelles.
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APPENDIX B

Alimentary Regime in Louisbourg Inns and Cabarets
(Proulx 1972)
DAIRY PRODUCTS

MEAT
-

Fresh and salted beef
Pork; same
Ham
Sausage
Sheep - goat
Fowl: chicken, duck
Turkey, eggs
Game
FISH

-

Green and dried cod
Mackerel
Eel
Sardines

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
-

Peas, dried peas
Indian corn
Garden Vegetables
Cabbage
Apples

- Butter
- Cheese
CONDIMENTS
-

White sugar
Brown sugar
Molasses
Salt
Pepper
Olive oil
Vinegar
FLOUR PRODUCTS

-

Flour
Bread
Pie
Biscuit

- Biscuit

machemore

EXOTIC PRODUCTS
-

Chocolate
Coffee
Tea
Rice
Almonds
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APPENDIX C

Trade of Alcoholic Beverages
at Louisbourg (Proulx 1972)*
EAU-DE-VIE

RUM

DATES

I

E

I

1740
1750
1751
1752
1753
1754
1755
1756

-

200

2308

1000
5352
240
-

431

-

700
-

440
80
360

—

4953
8998
4476
-

WINE
E
785
2595
—

632
664
214
55
10

I

E

115

_
_

—
—

1932
2781
4411

193
-

-

460
76

923

—

I: Import; E: Export; *: All quantities in this table are
in barrels except "eau-de-vie" given in "veltes."
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APPENDIX D

Consumption of Alcoholic Beverages at Louisbourg
(Proulx 1972)
I II -

Rum, taffia, guildive
Eau-de-vie
Wine
Wine
Wine (no specification)
White wine
Red wine
Wine from England
Wine from Spain
Wine from South Africa
Wine from Italy (Florence)
Bordeaux wine
Rhone wine
Anjou wine
Gascogne wine
Jura wine
Navarre wine
Provence wine
Languedoc wine
Burgundy wine
Loire wine
Aunis-Saintonge wine
Champagne wine
Muscat wine

* All quantities in barrels.

16003*
976
10302
10302
250
100
278
2
32
1
4
8019
8
5
68
6
100
775
25
1
197
428
3
25

58.6598%
03.5775%
37.7625%
100%
02.4226%
00.9706%
02.6985%
00.0194%
00.3106%
00.0097%
00.0388%
77.8392%
00.0776%
00.0485%
00.6600%
00.0582%
00.9706%
07.5228%
0 0.2426%
00.0097%
01.9122%
04.1545%
00.0291%
00.2426%
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APPENDIX E

List of Deed Inventories from Louisbourg
Used to Draw Up the Standard of Living Scale
(Listed in Decreasing Order of the

Total Value of
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Furnishings)

Jean Castaing's estate,
nSgoaiant-bourgeois.
Inventory of effects belonging to the estate of the
late Jean Castaing, Paris, Archives des Colonies,
Series G2, volume 203, dossier 380, piece 3. 1756.
5099Z.
Elie Tesson's estate, captain of fishing vessel.
Documents concerning the estate of the late Elie
Tesson La Floury, Paris, Archives des colonies, Series
G2, volume 197, dossier 143. 1741. 4569Z.
Louis Delort's estate, merchant.
Inventory of goods belonging to the estate of Louis
Delort. Paris, Archives des colonies, Series G2,
volume 202, dossier 296. 1753. 3917Z.
Jean-Piette Daccarette's estate,
nSgooiant-bourgeois.
Documents concerning the
estate of the late Jean Pierre Daccarette. Paris,
Archives des colonies, Series G2, volume 200, dossier
202.
1745. 3306Z.
Pierre Laurent's estate, innkeeper.
Inventory of effects belonging to the estate of the
late Pierre Laurent. Paris, Archives des colonies.
Series E, dossier 290. 1758. 2053Z.
Pierre Bonain dit Lachaume's estate,
fisherman-innkeeper.
Papers concerning the settlement of Marguerite Guyan's
rights in the estate of her late husband, Bonain
Lachaume. Paris, Archives des colonies, Series G2,
volume 183, fols. 337-65. 1735. 1394Z.
Thomas Lacroix's estate, inhabitant-fisherman.
Inventory of goods belonging to the estate of Thomas
Lacroix. Paris, Archives des colonies, Series G2,
volume 182, fols. 609-22.
1733. 1350Z.
Michel Valle's estate, entrepreneur-fisheries.
Inventory and sale of goods belonging to the estate of
Michel Valle. Paris, Archives des colonies, Series
G2, volume 205, dossier 395. 1756. 965£.
Jacques Bertin Laronde's estate, ship's captain.
Papers concerning the death of Jacques Bertin Laronde.
Paris, Archives des colonies, Series G2, volume 211,
dossier 526. 1750. 849Z.
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Jean Bourguignon dit Bergerac's estate, cabaret
keeper.
Papers concerning Louise Vignette widow of Jean
Bourguignon dit Bergerac. Paris, Archives des
colonies, Series G2, volume 205, dossier 388. 1756.
7047.
Marie Anne Barbande's estate, roofer's widow.
Inventory and sale of goods belonging to the estate of
Marie Anne Barbande, widow of Louis Cormier, roofer.
Paris, Archives des colonies, Series G2, volume 202,
dossier 267. 1753. 6507.
Magdelaine Rimbeau's estate, day labourer's wife
(Louisbourg Archives).
Inventory of effects possessed in co-ownership between
Gabriel Brion dit Lagelee on the one hand, and the
late Magdelaine Rimbeau & the children of her first
marriage on the other hand. Paris, Archives des
colonies, Series G2, volume 182, fols. 556-69. 1733.
5247.
Pierre Henri Nadeau dit La Chapelle's estate,
inhabitant-fisherman-inkeeper.
Inventory and sale of goods belonging to the estate of
Pierre Henry Nadeau dit Lachapelle. Paris, Archives
des colonies, Series G2, volume 198, dossier 171.
1743. 3507.
Bernard Mendibournes' estate, fisherman.
Sale of Bernard Mendibournes' goods and chest. Paris,
Archives des colonies, Series G2, volume 194, dossier
52. 1734. 967.
Frangois Ruel's estate, fisherman.
Sale of Frangois Ruel goods and chest. Paris,
Archives des colonies, Series G2, volume 194, dossier
59. 1734. 677.
Pierre Darroguy's estate, Maitre
de grave (master
shoreman).
Inventory of two chests and goods belonging to Dianne
Darroguy, Poree's maitre
de graveParis,
Archives des colonies, Series G2, volume 212, dossier
545. 1757. No value is given.
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APPENDIX F

List of Inventories Studied by Adams and Blanchette
INVENTORY

VALUE

(livreSj
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6•
7•
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Duquesnel
Castaing
DeGannes
Tesson
Delort
Benoit
Bertin
Daccarrette
Laurent
Paris
Frizel
Seigneur
Lachaume
Lacroix
Milly
Dugas
Vallee
Decouagne
Laronde
Bergerac
Barbande
Rimbeau
Chevalier
Nadeau
Blondel
Frican
Chouteau
Mendibournes
Ruel
Caqueville
Darroguy
Auger
Longrais

ADAMS

BLANCHETTE

sols)
22,610
5,099.19
4,862
4,569.4
3,917
3,899
3,424
3,306.13
2,053
2,266
1,800
1,605
1,394
1,350.15
1,350
987
965
948
849.5
704.18
650.14
524.5
413
350.3
287
173
112
96.15
67.12
33

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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APPENDIX G.

LOUISBOURG SCALE OF STANDARD OF LIVING FROM DEED INVENTORIES.
OBJECTS BY CERAMIC TYPE.
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,
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.
1. Plus 2 tea services (unknown number of objects).
2. Includes 63 dishes (plats) in the attic.
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APPENDIX H.

LOUISBOURG SCALE OF STANDARD OF LIVING FROM DEED INVENTORIES.
GILDED PORCELAIN SHAPES.
NUMBER OF OBJECTS.
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APPENDIX I.

LOUISBOURG SCALE STANDARD OF LIVING FROM DEED INVENTORIES.
BLUE DECORATED PORCELAIN SHAPES.
NUMBER OF OBJECTS.
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* Two tea services (unknown number of objects).
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APPENDIX J.

LOUISBOURG SCALE OF STANDARD OF LIVING FROM DEED INVENTORIES.
FAIENCE SHAPES.
NUMBER OF OBJECTS.
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APPENDIX K.

LOUISBOURG SCALE OF STANDARD OF LIVING FROM DEED INVENTORIES.
EARTHENWARE SHAPES.
NUMBER OF OBJECTS.
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1. Includes 6 3 plats in the attic, probably dishes or large bowls for
kitchen use.
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APPENDIX L.

LOUISBOURG SCALE OF STANDARD OF LIVING FROM DEED INVENTORIES.
PEWTER SHAPES.
NUMBER OF OBJECTS.
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APPENDIX M.

LOUISBOURG SCALE OF STANDARD OF LIVING FROM DEED

INVENTORIES.
CO

SILVER SHAPES.
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APPENDIX N.

LOUISBOURG SCALE OF STANDARD OF LIVING FROM DEED INVENTORIES.
GLASS CONTAINERS.
NUMBER OF OBJECTS.
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APPENDIX O.

LOUISBOURG SCALE OF STANDARD OF LIVING FROM DEED INVENTORIES,
TABLE GLASS.
NUMBER OF OBJECTS.
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APPENDIX P. LOUISBOURG SCALE OF STANDARD OF LIVING FROM DEED INVENTORIES,
PLATE TYPES.
NUMBER OF OBJECTS AND VALUE (Livres.Sols).
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* The inventories mention "covers", which might include one plate each.
1. The value of these 22 porcelain plates is 18 livres.
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APPENDIX Q. LOUISBOURG SCALE OF STANDARD OF LIVING FROM DEED INVENTORIES.
PLATTER TYPES.
NUMBER OF OBJECTS AND VALUE

(Livres).
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1. These 7 platters are worth 21 livres.
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APPENDIX R.

LOUISBOURG SCALE OF STANDARD OF LIVING FROM DEED INVENTORIES.
BOWL AND DISH TYPES.
NUMBER OF OBJECTS AND VALUE
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1. These bowls are called jattes.
2. Four of these bowls are called bols and are worth 3 livres.
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APPENDIX S.

LOUISBOURG SCALE OF STANDARD OF LIVING FROM DEED INVENTORIES.
TABLE FORK AND SPOON.
NUMBER OF OBJECTS AND VALUE (Livres).
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* Fork and spoon implied in the term "cover".
1. These forks and spoons & knives are also in Vallee's inventory.
2. May be kitchen forks.

3 L., incl. an iron lamp
19 L., incl. other pewter and brass.
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APPENDIX T.

LOUISBOURG SCALE OF STANDARD OF LIVING FROM DEED -INVENTORIES.
GOBLET TYPES.
NUMBER OF OBJECTS AND VALUE

(Livres.Sols).
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MENDIBOURNES
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*

These goblets in Castaing's inventory also.

1.

6 goblets worth 18 sols. 12 goblets worth 2 livres.

2.

103 goblets worth 13 livres, 5 sols. 66 goblets worth 7 livres, 10 sols.
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